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Preface

The Term21 (Terminology in the 21st century: many faces, many places) workshop aims to provide
a discussion forum regarding the theoretical and methodological approaches that have characterised
Terminology in recent years. In particular, it focuses on the connection to the Linguistic Linked (Open)
Data paradigm and to Semantic Web technologies through the use of ontologies, as well as on how
these approaches promote the creation of interoperable terminological resources in multiple domains
and applications, such as Digital Humanities, elexicography, or eHealth. In addition, this workshop
addresses current Terminology-related standards and their inherent advantages and challenges.

Following previous initiatives at LREC set up by members of the organising and programme committees
(Lisbon, 2004, Genova, 2006, and Portoroz, 2016), Term21 is taking place within the framework of
the NexusLinguarum COST Action – European network for Web-centred linguistic data science (CA
18209) and of the MORDigital project – Digitalização do Diccionario da Lingua Portugueza de António
de Morais Silva [PTDC/LLTLIN/6841/2020]. Term21’s first edition is held in conjunction with LREC
2022 in Marseille, France, on June 20, 2022.

The workshop accepted eight papers, seven of which have been included in this volume. Four of the
papers focus on Automatic Term Extraction (ATE), one on a lexicon-driven approach to Terminology,
one on how knowledge organisation can contribute to language simplification, and one on the conversion
to the TBX format.

As regards the topic of ATE, the paper by Banerjee et al., entitled A Dataset for Term Extraction in
Hindi, introduces the first term-annotated dataset for Hindi, based on texts in the field of education,
while also addressing the underlying challenges of annotation for under-resourced languages. Nazar and
Lindemann, in the paper Terminology extraction using co-occurrence patters as predictors of semantic
relevance, propose a method for ATE in which term co-occurrence is used as a statistical measure,
contributing to ranking term candidates according to their semantic relevance to a specific domain.
This method is applied to a Spanish-English Linguistics corpus. In the paper Evaluating Pre-Trained
Language Models for Focused Terminology Extraction from Swedish Medical Records, Jerdhaf et al.
compare the performance of a generalist Swedish pre-trained language model with a domain-specific
Swedish pre-trained model focusing on implant terms. The fourth paper related to ATE is authored by
Rigouts Terryn et al. and is entitled D-Terminer; Online Demo for Monolingual and Bilingual Automatic
Term Extraction. The paper presents an open access, online demo for monolingual and multilingual ATE
from parallel corpora, as well as the updated version (1.5) of the Annotated Corpora for Term Extraction
Research (ACTER) dataset.

In the paper Lexicon-driven approach for Terminology: specialized resources on the environment
in Brazilian Portuguese, and following a lexicon-driven approach to terminology work, Arraes
describes ongoing collaboration, especially in what concerns content in Brazilian Portuguese, for the
development of DiCoEnviro (Dictionnaire Fondamental de Environnement – Fundamental Dictionary on
the environment), a multilingual terminological resource developed by the Observatoire de Linguistique
Sens Texte at the University of Montreal, Canada. The paper Knowledge Representation and Language
Simplification of Human Rights, by Silecchia et al., addresses a very recent interdisciplinary project
aiming at analysing both the conceptual and linguistic dimensions of human rights terminology, with
the goal of developing a new knowledge-based multilingual terminological resource designed to meet
the FAIR principles for Open Science. In the future, the authors intend to develop a prototype for
the simplified rewriting of international legal texts relating to human rights, in order to facilitate their
comprehension by non-experts.
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Finally, in the paper Converting from the Nordic Terminological Record Format to the TBX Format,
Skeppstedt et al. describe work carried out by the Institute for Language and Folklore within the
Federated eTranslation TermBank Network Action and focus on the challenges of converting from the
Nordic Terminological Record Format, as used in Rikstermbanken (Sweden’s National Term Bank), to
the TermBase eXchange (TBX) format.

Overall, these contributions address several of the current research topics in Terminology, namely the
challenges underlying the role of Natural Language Processing in the automation of terminology-related
tasks, the connection between the linguistic and the conceptual dimensions of terminology work, as well
as data formats and interoperability. The diversity of domains explored in the papers (e.g. humanities and
social sciences, medicine, law, the environment) also illustrates that, indeed, Terminology is increasingly
developing in the confluence of many "faces" and "places".

We would like to thank the programme committee for their careful and constructive reviews, which
have contributed to the quality of the event. We also would like to acknowledge the support from
the MORDigital – Digitalização do Diccionario da Lingua Portugueza de António de Morais Silva
[PTDC/LLT-LIN/6841/2020] project, financed by the Portuguese National Funding through the FCT –
Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia.

Rute Costa
Sara Carvalho
Ana Ostroški Anić
Anas Fahad Khan
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Abstract 
This paper presents a terminological research carried out to account for terms of the environment in Brazilian Portuguese based on a 

lexico-semantic perspective for Terminology (L’Homme, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2020; L’Homme et al., 2014, 2020). This work takes place 

in the context of a collaboration for the development of DiCoEnviro (Dictionnaire Fondamental de l’Environnment – Fundamental 

Dictionary on the environment), a multilingual terminological resource developed by the Observatoire de Linguistique Sens Texte at the 

University of Montreal, Canada. By following a methodolgy especially devised to develop terminological work based on a lexicon-

driven approach (L’Homme et al., 2020), the terminological analysis reveals how the linguistic behavior of terms may be unveiled and 

how this is effective for identifying the meaning of a term and supporting meaning distinctions.  

Keywords: Lexicon-driven approach, Terminology, Explanatory Combinatorial Lexicology, Frame Semantics, Environment 

 

1. Introduction 

This paper presents a terminological research carried out to 

account for terms of the environment in Brazilian 

Portuguese based on a lexico-semantic perspective for 

Terminology (L’Homme, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2020; 

L’Homme et al., 2014, 2020). This work takes place in the 

context of a collaboration for the development of 

DiCoEnviro (Dictionnaire Fondamental de 

l’Environnment – Fundamental Dictionary on the 

environment), a multilingual terminological resource 

developed by the Observatoire de Linguistique Sens Texte 

at the University of Montreal, Canada.  

The perspective taken is innovative when compared to 

other specialized resources on the environment in Brazilian 

Portuguese. Existing resources on the environment (e.g. 

Glossário do Meio Ambiente, 2022) usually present lists of 

terms and multiword terms that show no relation between 

terms. It also includes compositional expressions (i.e. the 

whole meaning of the expression corresponds to the sum of 

its parts) that would have not been included as a whole had 

a lexicon-driven approach (LDA), for instance, been 

adopted in the analysis. An expression, such as 

conservação ambiental, is analyzed based on the relations 

each lexical unit establishes between themselves. 

Taking a linguistic perspective to carry out terminological 

research, the LDA accounts not only for nouns, but also 

verbs, adjectives and adverbs. It also suggests criteria to 

identify terms and to support meaning distinctions by 

capturing the linguistic properties of terms, i.e. their 

predicative structure and lexical relations they establish 

between themselves. This is an effective approach to unveil 

the specialized knowledge of a domain. This knowledge is 

uncovered from running texts and is not based on 

predefined delimitations of concepts. By applying this 

approach, DiCoEnviro presents an expression of the 

domain of the environment through a web of relations in 

six languages, i.e. French, English, Spanish, Portuguese, 

Italian and more recently Chinese.  

This paper shows how two specific lexical semantics 

frameworks can be applied to terms and help us to describe 

their linguistic properties: Explanatory Combinatorial 

Lexicology (Mel’čuk et al., 1995) and Frame Semantics, 

and its application in the FrameNet Project (Fillmore, 1982; 

Fillmore et al., 2003; Fillmore and Baker, 2010) (Section 

2). In Section 3 we present the methodology used for the 

development of DiCoEnviro, with special reference to the 

corpus, term extraction and criteria to identify terms that 

refer to the Brazilian Portuguese version.  In Section 4, we 

present a specific case analysis of a polysemious lexical 

item, ambiental, that led to meaning distinctions based on 

the shared relations between terms.  We conclude by 

providing some figures regarding the work we have done 

up to now and mention some directions we wish to take in 

the future.    

 

2. Theoretical frameworks 

The lexicon-driven approach is of special assistance to 

terminological work as its focus is placed on the analysis 

of linguistic units, more specifically lexical units, as 

opposed to concepts as abstract generalizations of items of 

knowledge (L’Homme, 2020: 27). As a consequence, the 

approach is semasiological: it consists in delimiting lexical 

units that convey specialized meaning, often called terms, 

in running texts. The approach is ‘relational’: it consists in 

delimiting meaning of lexical units based on the relations 

they share with other units (L’Homme, 2020: 26). This last 

aspect is also especially important to support meaning 
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distinctions. For instance, consider the lexical item terra in 

the following sentences:  

 

Mas, enquanto a TERRA é uma unidade formada por 

ecossistemas altamente integrados, o Mundo se apresenta, 

ao contrário, como uma realidade composta de sistemas 

culturais, sociais, políticos e naturais, (...) 

Atualmente existem estimativas com base em 6 categorias 

de uso da TERRA: terra degradada ou consumida (por 

exemplo, aquela sob áreas construídas), terra sob jardins, 

terra agrícola. 

 

In the first sentence, the meaning of TERRA can be 

connected to that of other terms, such as planeta (planet), a 

generic term,  mundo (world), a related meaning, and sol 

(sun) a constrastive one, whereas, in the second sentence, 

TERRA can be linked to solo (soil), a meronym, and to 

combinations such as ~ degradada, ~ consumida, ~ 

agrícola. This evidence tells us that we are dealing with 

two diferent meanings. DiCoEnviro presents two different 

entries to account for these two meanings: Terra1 and 

terra2. 

 

The terminological analysis will examine different types of 

relations expressed via a number of what is called linguistic 

properties of terms. DiCoEnviro applies two specific 

lexical semantics frameworks that are especially equipped 

to capture the linguistic properties of the predicative terms: 

Explanatory Combinatorial Lexicology - ECL (Mel’čuk et 

al. 1995) and Frame Semantics, together with its 

application FrameNet Project (Fillmore, 1982; Fillmore et 

al., 2003; Fillmore and Baker, 2010)1.  

The linguistic properties of terms are captured by i) 

delimiting lexical meaning, i.e. determine if we are dealing 

with terms that are non-predicative, predicative or a quasi-

predicative ones, as defined in Polguère (2016: 162), and 

ii) identifying lexical relations established between terms 

(paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations). Non-predicative 

terms does not require participants for the expression of 

their meaning; examples are terms such as Earth, water, air, 

planet, plant, tree, etc. Predicative terms, on the other hand, 

are expressed generally by verbs, nouns, adjectives, 

adverbs; their essential feature is that they require 

participants for the expression of their meaning. 

Predicative units require actants or arguments and can 

combine with optional participants (i.e. circumstantials). 

Obligatory participants (arguments) are stated in a structure 

called argument structure. DiCoEnviro  presents the 

argument structure of predicative terms  in each entry: e.g. 

a predicate term with two arguments, X and Y, in absorver:  

X (e.g. árvore) absorve Y (e.g. gás). Quasi-predicative 

terms share similarities with predicative units because they 

also require participants. Following we show the example 

of terra2 in DiCoEnviro:   

terra2  

 
1 See L’Homme (2020: 39-50) for a detailed explanation. 
2 See L’Homme (2020), chapter 8. 

uma terra: ~ utilizada por X (e.g. pelo homem) para atuar 

em Y (e.g. plantação2). 

Based on ECL (Mel’čuk et al. 1995: 125-152), DiCoEnviro 

also provides details on the types of lexical relations terms 

establish with other terms: i) paradigmatic relations are 

semantic relations that connect lexical units, such as terms 

that are semantically related or are opposites. For instance, 

the verbs emitir1 and liberar1 are semantically related, but 

absorver1, and emitir1, on the other hand, are opposite 

meanings, and ii) syntagmatic relations (most preferred 

combinations with other lexical units), such as syntagmatic 

relations that express a property of  terra4 (e.g. terra 

agrícola, terra consumida, terra degradada) and also 

combinations, e.g. preparar a  ~, cultivar a ~, manejar a ~. 

Lexical relations are represented with a system called 

lexical functions (LFs) (Mel’čuk et al. 1995: 125-152).2  

Frame Semantics (Fillmore, 1982; Fillmore and Baker, 

2010) aims to establish a connection between language and 

abstract background knowledge. This connection is 

developed based on a methodology devised for the 

FrameNet projet (Fillmore et al. 2003; Ruppenhofer et al. 

2016). This methodology has been applied, with 

adaptations, to develop specialized resources (L’Homme, 

2015, 2016 ; L’Homme et al., 2020)3.  

As stated by L’Homme (2020: 45):  

In Frame Semantics,  this background knowledge is 

structured in the form of semantic frames. More 

precisely, a frame can be defined as the schematic 

modeling of a prototypical situation that includes 

participants, which constitute its frame elements (FEs).  

Furthermore, L’Homme (2020: 45) adds:  

In Frame Semantics, the meanings of LUs are understood, 

analyzed and described according to background 

knowledge captured in semantic frames : LUs are said to 

‘evoke’ a frame. 

By applying the methodology proposed in FrameNet and 

adapted for the development of specialized resources 

(L’Homme et al. 2020), the meaning of a term is described 

via annotation of contexts, which is a step within the 

terminological work methodology presented in the next 

section. 

3. Methodology 

The methodology applied to the Portuguese data follows 

the steps that are applied to other languages. It is bottom-

up: in other words, terminological work starts from running 

texts based on which all the analysis is carried out. It 

comprises 8 steps, as outlined in L’Homme et al. (2020): 

 
Compiling terminological entries: 

3 In Portuguese Frame semantics has been applied, for example, 

to the fields of football (Dicionário da Copa do Mundo 2014) 
and to Law (Pimentel 2013). See also FrameNet Brazil. 
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1. Compilation of specialized corpora 

2. Identification of terms (semi-automated) 

3. Selection and extraction of contexts 

4. Definition of the argument structure 

5. Annotation of contexts 

Finding frames among lexical entries: 

6. Definition of semantic frames 

7. Encoding of frames 

8. Definition of relations between frames 

(L’Homme, Robichaud and Subirat, 2020) 

 

The Brazilian Portuguese specialized corpus, on the 

subdomain of deforestation, has been compiled by Botta 

(2013) and is composed of scientific and journalistic texts 

published between 1981 and 2012. It contains  

approximately 277,000 words.  Texts are queried with in 

Intercorpus4, an online concordancer, which help us 

analyze and extract contexts.  

A term extraction software, TermoStat (Drouin, 2003), is 

applied to the corpus and generates a list of candidate 

terms. The list is further analyzed manually to select terms 

based on criteria devised by L’Homme (2004: 64-66).  For 

instance, floresta, desmatamento, espécie, mata, 

vegetação, sustentabilidade, are all selected based on the 

fact that these lexical units are related to the specialized 

domain. Other criteria are applied when the link with the 

specialized domain is not easily or clearly established. For 

instance, verbs and activity nouns (e.g. manejar1, manejo1) 

and adjectives (e.g. ambiental1) require the application of a 

second criteria: the analysis of the nature of the semantic 

arguments that interact linguistically with the lexical unit 

in focus.  If the arguments are terms validated by the first 

criterion (i.e. they are related to a specialized domain), the 

lexical unit in focus is also a term. For example, the verb 

manejar1 requires two arguments: 1. someone (e.g.  homem, 

produtor) that maneja; 2. the thing that is manejado (e.g. 

floresta, mata, vegetação). If arguments are validated as 

terms by the first criterion, the predicative unit is also 

considered a term. Manejar is considered a term because 

homem, produtor, floresta, mata, vegetação are regarded as 

terms. Other criteria are i) a morphological relationship 

with a term; for example, the adjective manejado1 (e.g. 

floresta ~; mata ~; vegetação ~), is morphologically and 

semantically related to the verb and noun (manejar1 and 

manejo1); and ii) a paradigmatic relationship with the term. 

For example the term ambiental1 holds a semantic 

relationship of quasi-synonym with ecológico1 and a 

related meaning relation with ambiental2. 

Up to 20 contexts are then selected and extracted from the 

corpus and registered in a XML file in a database powered 

by Oxygen XML Editor.  In this file, the argument structure 

is defined for predicative and quasi-predicative terms. 

Arguments are labeled with semantic roles. For instance, 

the arguments of manejar are: Agent maneja Patient; then 

a typical term, a recurrent term that instantiates the 

 
4 Chièze, E.; Polguère, A. (no date) available at 

<http://olst.ling.umontreal.ca/intercorpus/>. 

argument, is indicated: homem maneja floresta.   

Based on the methodology developed within the FrameNet 

project, contexts are then annotated to specify semantic 

roles and syntactical functions. Below we present a sample 

of the annotated contexts for the term manejar. 

O setor florestal brasileiro[Agent] vem adotando este 

conceito, MANEJANDO as florestas[Patient] com práticas 

e técnicas que visam o equilíbrio entre o 

desenvolvimento econômico e a manutenção dos 

recursos naturais.[Means] [XYZ 

FatoseNumerosdoBrasilFlorestal_sbs 0 MGB 11/04/2013 ]  

 

Uma empresa que produzisse lâminas faqueadas e 

desenroladas deveria MANEJAR sua floresta[Patient] para 

produzir madeira de densidades média a leve. [XYZ 

MANEJOFLORESTAL_1996 0 MGB 11/04/2013 ] 

 

A summary table is established after the annotations are 

finished presenting all the semantic roles and syntactical 

functions identified in the contexts. 

MANEJAR 1 

Actantes 

Paciente Objeto (SN) (10)  

Sujeito (SN) (4)  

Relação_indireta 

(Pro) 

Relação_indireta 

(SN) 

Sujeito (Pro) 

floresta (8)  

vegetação (2)  

amazônia 

área 

este{uma vegetação já 

consolidada} 

gado 

pastagem 

qual 

sistema 

Agente Relação_indireta 

(Prop) 

Relação_indireta 

(SN) 

Relação_indireta 

(SV) 

Sujeito (SN) 

empresa 

produtor 

quem 

setor 

Figure 1: Summary table of the annotated contexts for 

manejar1. 

The last 3 steps of methodology (i.e. definition of frames; 

encoding of frames and definitions of relations between 

terms) are dedicated to connect the linguistic properties 

described to a conceptual background. As an example, we 

focus on the Judgement_of_impact_on_the_environment 

frame5, which is evoked by terms in English (e.g. clean1, 

environmental2, green1) French (e.g. écologique2, 

environnemental2, proper1, vert1) and Portuguese (e.g. 

ambiental2, ecológico2). This frame was defined based on 

i) the same number of arguments: all the terms have one 

argument; and ii) the nature of their semantic role: the 

arguments are labelled as Instrument, Cause and/or Means, 

and are instantiated by terms that denote an instrument, a 

5 See L’Homme et al. (2014) and L’Homme (2015) for more 

details on discovering frames in specialized domains. 
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cause and/or means: Instrument: en. car, vehicle, etc; fr.  

voiture, etc; Cause: en. action, activity, conservation, etc; 

fr. action, étiquetage, protection, etc; pt. consciência, 

educação, gestão, etc; Means: fr. papier, contenant, etc). 

Based on the annotated contexts, it is possible to establish 

that the terms evoke the same situation 

(Judgement_of_impact_on_the_environment) whereby an 

instrument, a cause and/or means ‘is designed to have 

minimum impact on the environment’6. Figure 2 below 

shows how this frame appears in the interface named 

Framed DiCoEnviro7.  

 
Figure 2. Frame 

Judgement_of_impact_on_the_environment in the Framed 

Version of DiCoEnviro. 
 

Based on L’Homme et al. (2020), the encoding of the frame 

accounts for the following: 

 

i) the name of the frame: for example, 

Judgement_of_impact_on_the_environment; 

ii) a definition formulated for the field of the environment 

stating the obligatory participants: this has not been done 

yet for the frame in i);  

iii) example(s) for each of the languages described:  

 
EN] The Spanish supplier Iberdrola now offers TOU rates, as 

well the ability to subscribe to a GREEN energy 

electric contract for 100 percent renewable energy. 

(Source : EVGRIDINTEGRATION) 

 

[FR] La politique ENVIRONNEMENTALE de l'Union 

européenne repose sur la conviction que la croissance 

économique, le progrès social et la protection de 

l'environnement contribuent ensemble à l'amélioration 

de notre qualité de vie. (Source : 1EUROPAENV) 

 

[PT] As empresas com performance AMBIENTAL são 

aquelas de maior inserção internacional, uma vez que 

neste ambiente a sensibilização dos problemas 

ambientais vem implicando uma maior pressão dos 

acionistas, consumidores e/ou órgãos de financiamento 

para uma nova postura empresarial. (Source : 

SOCIEDADESUSTENTAVEL_1994) 

  

iv) An indication of the reference to FrameNet with a 

 
6 L’Homme (2020: 29-30) defined the explanation ‘that is 

designed to have a minimum impact on the environment’ for the 

adjectival terms that evoke this frame (e.g. en. environmental2, fr. 

environnemental2 fr. écologique2, pt. ambiental2, and others). 

hyperlink to FrameNet wherever relevant: the frame in 

focus has no reference to FrameNet; it was defined for the 

DiCoEnviro only. 

• The list of participants (obligatory and optional ones): 

the participants listed are Instrument, Cause and Means, 

and they are all obligatory:  

• The list of terms that evoke this frame in different 

languages: English (e.g. clean1, environmental2, green1) 

French (e.g. écologique2, environnemental2, proper1, 

vert1) and Portuguese (e.g. ambiental2, ecológico2); the  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

number on the right of each term indicates they are all 

entries in DiCoEnviro; hyperlinks to the DiCoEnviro are 

provided to visualize terminological entries and 

contextual annotations. 

 

The last step, ‘Definition of ‘relations between frames’, 

connects situations in different ways. For instance, the  

Judgement_of_impact_on_the_environment is linked via a 

See also relation with the Recreation frame (with terms 

such as en. renewable1, fr. renouvelable1, sp. renovable1) 

and Sustainability frame (with terms such as en. 

sustainability1; fr. durable1; sp. sostenibilidad1). Once 

linked, frames can lead to larger scenarios. For instance, 

Sustainability frame is linked via a property relation (is a 

property of) with Human_activity frame (with terms such 

as en. activity1; fr. activité1 and chinese 活动1). 

 

4. Specfic case analysis 

By following the methodology we presented, the 

terminological analysis revealed how the linguistic 

behavior of terms may be unveiled and how this is effective 

for identifying the meaning of a term. Furthermore, this 

type of analysis supports meaning distinctions of the same 

lexical item. 

 

In the analysis of the lexical item ambiental, some 

annotated contexts showed a different nature of semantic 

roles; this suggested we were probably dealing with two 

groups of terms and with two different meanings of a 

polysemous items, ambiental: 1. ‘that concerns the 

environment’ (as in environmental impact) and 

2. ‘that is designed to have minimum impact on the 

environment’ (as in environ- 

mental policy). The following table shows how the 

meanings of the items are linked to different lexical units: 

 
TERM EXPLANATION SHARED 

RELATIONS 

7 L’Homme (2015: 38) presents an outline referring to each 

information given in the semantic frames. 
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ambiental1 ‘that concerns the 

environment’ 

ameaça1 ~, crime ~, 

custo ~, dano ~, 

degradação1 ~, 

desequilíbrio ~, 

destruição ~, 

ecológico1, 

ambiental2, meio 

ambiente1, en. 

environmental1, sp. 

meioambiental1, fr. 

environnemental1 

ambiental2 ‘that is designed to 

have minimum 

impact on the 

environment’ 

atividade1 ~, 

consciência ~, 

conservação1 ~, 

educação ~, gestão 

~, manejo1  ~, 

performance ~, 

ecológico2, 

ambiental1, meio 

ambiente1,  

en. environmental2, 

sp. meioambiental2, 

fr. environnemental2 

Table 1: Relations shared by ambiental with other terms 

in the field of environment 

 

Following we present the relations shared by ambiental in 

a graphical representation called Neovisual, a tool that 

provides access to the relations encoded in DiCoEnviro. 

The method used to develop this tool is described in 

L’Homme et al. (2018).  

 

 
Figure 3. Terminological relations shared by ambiental2 in 

Neovisual 

 

The terminological relations we can extract from the graph 

are: i) the arguments of ambiental2 (e.g. atividade1 ~, 

consciência ~, conservação1 ~, educação ~, gestão ~, 

manejo1  ~, performance ~),  ii) related meanings (e.g. 

ecológico2, ambiental1), iii) word family (e.g. meio 

ambiente1), iv) equivalence (e.g. en. environmental2, sp. 

meioambiental2, fr. environnemental2). 

 

5. Conclusion 

This article presented a terminological research carried out 
to account for terms of the environment in Brazilian 
Portuguese based on the lexico-semantic approach for  
Terminology (L’Homme, 2020). The descriptions are 
placed in two terminological resources, DiCoEnviro (2022) 
and Framed DiCoEnviro (2022). We showed that these 
resources are developed following a lexicon-driven 
approach that regards terms as lexical unit and intends to 

unveil the specialized knowledge in running texts.  This 
perspective is innovative in terminological work developed 
in Brazilian Portuguese as existing resources on the 
environment usually present list of terms and multiword 
terms that shows no relations established among 
themselves. Based on two theoretical and methodological 
frameworks, ECL and Frame Semantics, the specialized 
meaning is captured based on the relations terms share with 
other terms. The analysis consists in delimiting the 
linguistic properties of terms, i.e. their predicative structure 
and lexical relations. This is also especially effective to 
support meaning distinctions as properties captured show 
different relations. The users of these resources are 
provided with entries that show a number of key 
information (e.g. argument structure, lexical relations, 
annotated contexts) and with semantic frames, evoked by 
specific terms, that characterize specialized knowledge on 
the environment. All this may be visualized both in textual 
format and in a graphical display (NeoVisual, 2022). The 
research reported here is ongoing. Portuguese has 
accounted for a total of 103 entries and 1.649 relations. 
Compared to other languages, especially French and 
English, we understand this work shall be expanded to 
unveil the specialized knowledge on the environment in 
Portuguese. 
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Abstract: In this paper, we propose the description of a very recent interdisciplinary project aiming at analysing both the conceptual and 

linguistic dimensions of human rights terminology. This analysis will result in the form of a new knowledge-based multilingual 

terminological resource which is designed in order to meet the FAIR principles for Open Science and will serve, in the future, as a 

prototype for the development of a new software for the simplified rewriting of international legal texts relating to human rights, in order 

to facilitate their comprehension for non-expert people. Given the early stage of the project, we will focus on the description of its 

rationale, the planned workflow, and the theoretical approach which will be adopted to achieve the main goal of this ambitious research 

project. 
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1. Introduction 

The current situation of worldwide conflicts has driven, 
once more, the attention to the problem of the interpretation 
of State responsibility for violations of Human Rights 
which has been debated for a long time in international law 
(Meron, T. 1989). This already thorny matter gets even 
more complicated given the ambivalent conception about 
the status of individuals in international law, since the 
traditional positivist doctrine considers States as the sole 
subjects of international law and individuals as the object 
(Salako, 2019). Nevertheless, this increasing involvement 
of individuals in international law is an interesting use case 
for the study of the language and terminology used to 
convey human rights granted under these circumstances. 
Given the specificity of its linguistic expression, we 
question whether the specialized language used to convey 
human rights is intelligible for legal laypeople. 
In this context, legal specialized language has been 
extensively explored (see among others: Gémar, 1980; 
1990; Dechamps, 2013; Biel, 2009; Cornu, 2005; Koelsch, 
2016). In fact, difficulties for non-expert people in 
understanding legal language, often referred to as 
“legalese” (Melinkoff, 1963), have been widely debated 
and analyzed over the years (see among others: Charrow et 
al., 1979; Tiersma, 1993; Masson et al., 1994), to the extent 
that the calls for the simplification of legal writing led to 
the promotion of a “plain language”. The most influential 
language-simplification efforts are attributed to the Plain 
English Movement in the US (Alterman, 1987; Benson, 
1984; Benson et al., 1987; Melinkoff, 1963; Wydick, 1978; 
2005), which encouraged grammatical simplification of 
legal discourse due to the large number of impersonal 
utterances employed and the wide use of the passive voice 
(Richard, 2018), as well as its verbosity, complexities, and 
vagueness (Ződi, 2019), demanding its plain rewriting. 
Nonetheless, others (Stark, 1994; Assy, 2011; Ződi, 2019) 
noted that the major simplicity and clarity of exposition 
claimed by the plain-legal-language movement fail to 
adequately represent the complexity of the law, as legal text 
comprehensibility seems not to be predominantly related to 
linguistic aspects. Ződi (2019) emphasized that sometimes, 

in legal drafting, clarity and accuracy can only be employed 
at “each other’s expense”, as legislative precision 
inevitably entails linguistic complexity. 

Beyond any relevant theoretical position, this paper will 
focus on the description of a new research project aiming 
to provide a contribution in terms of clear representation 
and simplification of legal language, without any aim at 
demystifying law nor at diminishing the crucial role of 
lawyers as intermediaries between law and its subjects. The 
need to pursue such a study stem from laypeople’s 
difficulties in understanding legal language and 
terminology and lies in the very nature of these rights: 
ensuring the enforcement of human and citizens’ rights 
primarily requires their comprehension to be accessible for 
everyone through linguistic transparency. 
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we describe 
our research project specifically focusing on humanitarian 
rights terminology representation and simplification. We 
describe the main founding objectives as well as the 
planned workflow. In Section 3, we focus on the theoretical 
approach adopted in this research project for the conceptual 
and linguistic representation of human rights knowledge. 
Finally, Section 4 illustrates a first preliminary analysis 
conducted for the linguistic representation of the domain. 

2. Research Project 

The new interdisciplinary research project being discussed 
addresses the need to facilitate human rights 
comprehension for non-expert people, with the aim of 
proposing a methodology for the conceptual and 
multilingual linguistic representation of human rights and 
contributing to legal texts redrafting. 

2.1 Objectives 

The ultimate goal of this research project is the 
development of a new knowledge-based multilingual 
terminological resource, in which the data obtained will be 
structured based on the terminological record model 
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provided in the FAIRterm Web application.1 This tool is 
designed to offer the users the possibility to structure 
Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable 
terminological data and metadata, by following the latest 
ISO TC/37 SC 3 standards for terminology management 
(Vezzani, 2021). 

This domain-specific terminological resource will serve as 
the basis for the development of a software prototype for 
redrafting legal texts. To this end, it is worth specifying that 
we intend to operate a “formal” simplification, as defined 
by Causa (2001), following which utterances are formally 
redrafted and no intervention is made at the content level.  

2.2 Workflow 

Our research approach will be structured as follows: 

1) Specialized documents (namely international and 
national legal acts on human rights, including 
immigration rules) will be collected in three working 
languages: French, English, and Italian. Starting 
from this corpus, we will elaborate both a conceptual 
and a multilingual linguistic representation of human 
rights terminology, following Costa and Santos’ 
mixed methodology for terminological knowledge 
representation (2015). The theoretical approach here 
adopted is hence based on the twofold nature of 
Terminology as consisting of a linguistic and a 
conceptual dimension. Subsequently, we will 
proceed with the identification of i) the concepts and 
their relationships; and then, for the three working 
languages, ii) the corresponding terms designating 
these concepts and their relationships, to assess 
whether a language-independent concept system can 
be overlapped with the multilingual lexical networks 
inferred from the purpose-built specialized corpus. 

2) Once the double dimension of human rights 
terminology has been explored, from a multilingual 
perspective, the study will focus on the identification 
of terms, syntactic and grammatical structures 
related to specialized legal language and terminology 
that may hinder the comprehension of texts by legal 
laypeople’s due to their linguistic opacity or their 
highly specialized status. This stage will be followed 
by the compilation of terminological records on the 
FAIRterm Web Application. 

3) Based on the linguistic phenomena examined during 
the compilation of terminological records 
(synonymy, polysemy, hyponymy, and hypernymy), 
respective plain terms and syntactic or grammatical 
reformulations will be proposed as an alternative to 
non-transparent linguistic elements in the source 
texts. 

4) Finally, we will perform an analysis and 
implementation on how to include the official 
identifiers and vocabularies (such as the European 
Legislation Identifier and European Case Law 
Identifier, and the European EuroVoc thesaurus2) in 
the TermBase eXchange (TBX) (ISO 30042:2019)3 
standard format of the terminological records. 

 
1 http://purl.org/fairterm  
2 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/browse/eurovoc.html  

2.3 A Linked Open Data “Open” Issue 

An important aspect of this research proposal is the creation 
of a terminological resource which is reusable and 
interoperable. For these reasons, we will make use of both 
ISO standards of terminological databases (such TBX) as 
well as a Linked Open Data (LOD) paradigm, in more 
specifically the Linguistic Linked Open Data4 paradigm, to 
publish data on the Web. In fact, LOD approaches give the 
researchers the possibility to design and implement open 
access tools to gather, study, and understand legal 
information. Despite having a wide variety of information 
publicly available online today, it is hard for a non-expert 
not only to understand the terminology and the language of 
laws (which is our primary focus) but also to cross-
reference documents and the corresponding metadata. This 
problem can get even harder when legal documents from 
different jurisdictions are involved, such as legislative acts 
from the EU that influence national law, or in the case of 
cross-border cases. As discussed by Moodley et al. (2020), 
this gap between the legal and data proficiency that 
laypeople have can be the source for the development of 
software that is FAIR, publicly available, open-source, and 
easy to use by for anyone. In this sense, our research 
proposal for organizing and identifying legal terms 
according to the abovementioned ontologies, stems from 
the work of (Bacci et al. (2018), Linkoln; Filtz et al. (2021)) 
who propose an approach for the automatic extraction of 
legal references from legal texts and the enhancement of 
these data by means of legal knowledge graphs. 

3. Theoretical Approach 

In this section, we want to present the theoretical 
background of this work and the preliminary considerations 
about the linguistic representation of human rights. 

3.1 Conceptual and Linguistic Dimension 

The theoretical assumption underlying the proposed 
methodology lies in the dual nature of Terminology as 
composed of a conceptual and a linguistic dimension 
(Costa, 2013). Namely, Costa and Santos (2015) propose a 
methodology that combines both the onomasiological and 
the semasiological approach for terminological knowledge 
representation. This methodology is articulated in two 
stages: 1) the conceptual analysis of the Terminology of a 
domain, achieved without resorting to text analysis but by 
means of a domain concept map; 2) the linguistic analysis 
of the domain through the natural language processing 
tools, aiming at building a lexical network composed of 
terms and the relations to which they refer. In this context, 
the domain concept map would allow to eliminate 
ambiguity and adequately ensure coherence and 
consistency in domain representation for study purposes 
and validate the domain representation knowledge 
resulting from this structure. 
Given the domain-independent nature of this dual 
approach, the expected objective is to apply this 
methodology of conceptual representation to the human 
rights domain. 

3 https://www.iso.org/standard/62510.html 
4 https://linguistic-lod.org 
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3.2 Representation of Human Rights 

As already mentioned, the knowledge representation of 
human rights does not serve solely for the purpose of 
terminological study, but the main objective being 
proposing a linguistic simplification of legal language, we 
believe that this type of approach would be the most 
appropriate to familiarise with the concepts concerned 
before carrying out any linguistic intervention for 
simplification purposes. 
To perform Costa and Santos’ analysis on the subject under 
study, and namely to identify the relevant concepts for 
study purposes, it is foreseen to consider mainly 
ontological relations as part_of, connected_to, 
brings_about, occurs_in, carries_out, result_of, affects, 
process_of, uses, or exhibits. The underlying objective is to 
make the relationships between legal concepts and their 
designations more explicit and to achieve greater clarity of 
exposition in legal texts primarily through conceptual 
clarity. 
After the analysis of the concept system, a specialized 
corpus will be built by collecting specialized documents. 
The terminological extraction will then be carried out with 
the aim of retrieving the relevant terms based on their 
``termhood’’, that is the degree of detail to which a 
linguistic unit is related to specific concepts in a domain 
(Kageura and Umino, 1996). Subsequently, a map will be 
created by using the terms extracted from the corpus and 
directly related to the concepts in the map. At this stage, the 
analysis of the linguistic dimension is then performed 
through the identification markers, such as verbs, adverbs, 
or differentiation expressions, which introduce 
reformulations. As underlined by Costa et al. (2015), 
among others, lexical markers act as indicators of semantic 
relations (such as the cause/effect relation), and even 
punctuation is considered a linguistic marker. The 
assumption underlying this approach considers that for 
analysis purposes, not only terms are relevant but also other 
lexical units concur to build up the meaning of the 
discourse. 

4. Preliminary analysis 

In this section, we describe the initial analysis of the 
specialized language by performing the linguistic 
representation of the domain of human rights.  
Being our final goal the creation of a multilingual resource, 
we decided to collect specialized documents in three 
working languages: English, French, and Italian. At this 
stage, we decided to have a parallel corpus consisting of all 
the international law treaties on human rights gathered 
from the official United Nations Human Rights Office of 
the Commissioner (UNHRC) archives5, in addition to some 
of the international law instruments on human rights 
retrieved from the Council of Europe archive6. All these 
documents focus on international treaties on human rights, 
which embrace a broader spectrum of rights, such as civil, 
social, economic, and political rights, equally considered 
inherent to all human beings.  
In order to collect and process these documents, we used 
Sketch Engine7  (Kilgarriff et al., 2014). The current corpus 
is composed of 110 documents and 459,851 tokens. The 

 
5 https://www.ohchr.org/en/instruments-listings 
6 https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list 
7 https://www.sketchengine.eu/ 

keywords extraction function makes it possible to extract 
from the corpus the list of candidate terms of human rights 
domain, divided into single words, i.e. terms consisting of 
a single lexical unit, and multi-words, complex terms 
consisting of several units. The terminological extraction 
from the focus corpus is carried out through statistical 
calculations and analysis of the occurrences of candidate 
terms compared to the terminological data of a big pre-set 
reference corpus. Therefore, to make terminology 
extraction as selective and precise as possible, for each 
working language a specialized reference corpus has been 
selected. For the terminological extraction in Italian, the 
EUR-Lex Italian 2/2016 reference corpus was chosen; in 
English two terminological extractions were made by 
combining the candidate terms extracted both from the 
United Nations Parallel Corpus – English and the EUR-
Lex English 2/2016; whilst in French, the United Nations 
Parallel Corpus – French was selected, as the EUR-Lex 
French 2/2016 was not available. 
After this step, we performed a manual assessment of the 
extracted terms by means of the Concordance features in 
order to remove terms that are not relevant to the subject of 
study by looking at the context of occurrence and 
consequently to ascertain possible different connotations of 
terms within a particular context (for example, we removed 
multi-word terms like “concerning method of 
rehabilitation”, “nouvelle convention portant revision” or 
“responsabilità delle persone”). 
A list of 790 terms for the three working languages are now 
under analysis for the subsequent description of the lexical 
networks of this domain. 
One additional comment about this preliminary phase is the 
study of the polysemy and the different connotations of 
terms that have been observed during this preliminary 
analysis, Article 5 of the European Convention on Human 
Rights provides a clear example, in the authentic version in 
French and the respective Italian translation. 
Article 5(c) in the French version8 of the Convention 
mentions: “s’il a été arrêté et détenu en vue d’être conduit 
devant l’autorité judiciaire compétente […]”, which has 
been literally translated in the Italian text9 of the 
Convention as “se è stato arrestato o detenuto per essere 
tradotto dinanzi all’autorità giudiziaria competente […]”. 
Whether the “expression être conduit devant l'autorité 
judiciaire” may be intuitive for French legal laypeople, the 
Italian translation “essere tradotto dinanzi all'autorità 
giudiziaria” is expected to appear harder. Indeed, in Italian, 
unlike the denotation of the term in standard language, 
indicating interlinguistic translation processes, in legal 
language the term “translation” means the transfer from 
one place to another of people under a regime of restriction 
of personal freedom. To adapt the linguistic expression of 
law to the needs of comprehension by a non-specialistic 
public, other alternative translations could be proposed, 
less opaque, but still consistent with the stylistic register of 
this domain, such as:  
- “se è stato arrestato o detenuto per essere portato dinanzi 
all’autorità giudiziaria competente” (“if he has been 
arrested or detained to be brought before the competent 
judicial authority”); or 

8 https://www.echr.coe.int/documents/convention_fra.pdf 
9 https://www.echr.coe.int/documents/convention_ita.pdf 
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- “se è stato arrestato o detenuto affinché compaia dinanzi 
all’autorità giudiziaria competente” (“if he has been 
arrested or detained to appear before the competent judicial 
authority”). 
Indeed, these alternative translations perfectly correspond 
to the English version of the mentioned article, the latter 
being: “the lawful arrest or detention of a person effected 
for the purpose of bringing him before the competent legal 
authority […]”. Given the nature of the international 
convention and given that its effects concern also non-
expert citizens, we believe that the proposed alternative 
translations meet the need for clarity of exposition and 
effective communication between international (and 
national) institutions and citizens, who, despite their lack 
of specific knowledge, are directly concerned by national 
and international standards. 

5. Conclusions 

Ensuring the enforcement of human and citizens’ rights 
primarily requires their comprehension to be accessible for 
everyone through linguistic transparency. In order to 
achieve this objective, in this paper, we described the 
theoretical framework and the preliminary analysis of a 
research project that will 1) identify linguistic opacity 
related to legal specialized language that may hinder legal 
laypeople comprehension of international rules, 2) produce 
an open linguistic resource that follows the FAIR principles 
of open science. We believe that the proposed methodology 
and the design and implementation of the linguistic 
resource can effectively contribute to the improvement of 
human rights legislation understanding and drafting. 
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Abstract
Rikstermbanken (Sweden’s National Term Bank), which was launched in 2009, uses the Nordic Terminological Record Format
(NTRF) for organising its terminological data. Since then, new terminology formats have been established as standards, e.g.,
the Termbase eXchange format (TBX). We here describe work carried out by the Institute for Language and Folklore within
the Federated eTranslation TermBank Network Action. This network develops a technical infrastructure for facilitating sharing
of terminology resources throughout Europe. To be able to share some of the term collections of Rikstermbanken within
this network and export them to Eurotermbank, we have implemented a conversion from the Nordic Terminological Record
Format, as used in Rikstermbanken, to the TBX format.
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1. Introduction
Rikstermbanken,1 (Sweden’s National Term Bank) was
originally developed by “Terminologicentrum TNC”
(The Swedish Centre for Terminology, TNC), which
in 2006 was commissioned by the Swedish govern-
ment to develop a national termbank (Nilsson, 2009;
Bucher, 2009). The first technical implementation of
Rikstermbanken was launched in 2009, and the prod-
uct has since then been available through a search inter-
face on a public website, which has been used by trans-
lators and terminologists at public agencies and other
organisations in Sweden. The termbank hosts exter-
nally developed term collections, both from the public
and private sector, as well as collections developed by
TNC. Rikstermbanken contains both small and large
term collections, with a total of 130,000 term entries,
many of them multi-lingual.
When TNC closed down in the end of 2018, the respon-
sibility of maintaining Rikstermbanken was handed
over to ISOF (the Swedish Institute for Language and
Folklore), i.e., the responsibility of maintaining the ter-
minological content as well as the technical product.
ISOF replaced the original Java and SQL-based imple-
mentation of Rikstermbanken in 2021 by a new tech-
nical implementation based on Python, Flask and the
document database MongoDB.
According to the Language Act (Språklag (2009:600),
2009)2 , the Swedish government agencies have the re-
sponsibility to ensure that terminology in their various
areas of expertise is accessible, used and developed.
ISOF provides the other agencies with support for im-

1https://www.rikstermbanken.se
2https://www.riksdagen.se/

sv/dokument-lagar/dokument/
svensk-forfattningssamling/
spraklag-2009600_sfs-2009-600

plementing the Language Act, and Rikstermbanken
forms one part of this work.

2. NTRF and TBX
The format chosen for storing the terminological
data when developing the original version of Riks-
termbanken was NTRF, the Nordic Terminological
Record Format (Rådet for teknisk terminologi, 1999).
This is a terminology format developed by central ter-
minology institutions of Finland, Norway and Sweden.
The standard NTRF version was adapted to require-
ments specific for the terminology data stored in Riks-
termbanken to a local version of NTRF, which uses the
fields shown in the first column of Table 2 for organis-
ing the data.
Since then, new terminology formats have been estab-
lished as standards, e.g., the Termbase eXchange for-
mat (TBX) (Localization Industry Standards Associa-
tion, 2008). TBX is an international standard for rep-
resentation of structured terminological resources, and
it defines an XML format for the exchange of termi-
nology data. It is, for instance, used in terminology
software and CAT tools (computer-assisted translation
tools) to support the functionality of importing and ex-
porting term lists.
There are also other possible formats, such as the
SKOS format. However, as there are no hierarchical
relations in the term collections in Rikstermbanken nor
any linked data relations to entities outside of each term
collection, we considered TBX to be the format most
suitable to the data in Rikstermbanken.
Since Rikstermbanken was originally developed, it has
also become more common that term collections are
released as open data, and some of the term collections
in Rikstermbanken are possible to release with an open
license. These term collections are more useful to the
third party user if they are made available in a standard
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format. They can then, for instance, easily be imported
into a CAT tool or into other TBX-based termbanks.
Therefore, to be able to share some of the data from
Rikstermbanken in a standardised format, we have im-
plemented a conversion from NTRF, as used in Riks-
termbanken, to the TBX format.

2.1. An NTRF example
NTRF is a row-based format. Thereby, its structure is
very different from the XML-based, hierarchical, TBX
format. Table 1 shows the NTRF representation for
the concept “biologisk mångfald” (biological diversity)
from a collection of sustainability terms.3

The format also allows for expressing formatting of
terms and texts, e.g., to express italics with HTML-like
markup: {i}biologisk mångfald {/i}.

svTE biologisk mångfald
svSYTE biodiversitet
svUPTE artrikedom
enTE biological diversity
enSYTE biodiversity
svDF rikedom av arter, av genetisk variation inom arter samt
av de ekosystem som arterna ingår i
svAN Begreppet biologisk mångfald betonar betydelsen av
variationsrikedom bland alla levande organismer, exempelvis
bakterier, växter, svampar och djur, samt de ekosystem och
livsmiljöer de ingår i, allt från landskap med många olika
naturtyper till städer med parker och grönområden.
I FN-fördraget ”Konventionen om biologisk mångfald”
definieras {i}biologisk mångfald {/i} som ’variationsrike-
dom bland levande organismer av alla ursprung, inklusive
från bland annat landbaserade, marina och andra akvatiska
ekosystem och de ekologiska komplex i vilka dessa organis-
mer ingår; detta innefattar mångfald inom arter, mellan arter
och av ekosystem’. Den definitionen används bland annat i
juridiska sammanhang.
Benämningen {i}biologisk mångfald {/i} skiljer sig från det
tidigare använda uttrycket {i}artrikedom{/i}, genom att det
även avser den genetiska variationen inom en art
svEX Ett exempel på biologisk mångfald är när det finns
olika arter av bin och humlor: jordhumlor, snäckmurarbin,
tapetserarbin, honungsbin, fjällhumlor osv. De har olika
kroppsform och längd på tunga, och olika preferenser när det
gäller pollen och nektar, vilket innebär att de kan pollinera
olika arter av växter.

Table 1: The NTRF representation for the concept
“biologisk mångfald” (biological diversity) in Riks-
termbanken.

Figure 1 shows how the term-post above is presented in
the user interface of Rikstermbanken.

3The collection of sustainability terms, developed by
the Institute for Language and Folklore, is licensed un-
der a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Li-
cense, CC-BY 4.0 (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/)

3. The Federated eTranslation
TermBank Network Action

The work of implementing a conversion from NTRF to
TBX has been carried out within the Federated eTrans-
lation TermBank Network Action, which is a network
that develops a technical infrastructure for facilitating
sharing of terminology resources throughout Europe.
Among other initiatives, the network has implemented
an API for pushing terminology resources in the TBX
format from other termbanks into Eurotermbank. We
will use this API and the TBX conversion described
here for exporting some of Rikstermbanken’s term col-
lections to Eurotermbank4.
In addition to the API for pushing terminology re-
sources, the network has also implemented the Euro-
termbank toolkit. This is a toolkit for managing ter-
minology resources, i.e., for creating, editing, import-
ing and exporting terminology in various formats. The
toolkit is set up as a local web-based application, which
functions as a local node that can export the terminol-
ogy data to Eurotermbank. There are thus two main
methods for exporting data into Eurotermbank, (i) ei-
ther to use the API (i.e., the method ISOF uses), or (ii)
to create or import terminology lists into a local node of
the Eurotermbank toolkit.5 The term lists exported to
Eurotermbank are then exported further into the reposi-
tory of the European Language Resource Coordination
initiative, ELRC-SHARE6. This repository is used for
training eTranslation7, the machine translation system
developed by the European Commission.
Figure 2 illustrates the conversion from NTRF to TBX
and the export to Eurotermbank, and Figure 3 shows
the term-post for “biologisk mångfald” (biological di-
versity) when it has been imported into Eurotermbank.
Eurotermbank uses TBX 2.0, and this version was
therefore chosen for the TBX export8.

3.1. Term lists that are shared within the
Federated eTranslation TermBank
Network Action

The focus of the Federated eTranslation TermBank
Network Action has been to construct and evaluate
the technical infrastructure for sharing terminology re-
sources, rather than to actually carry out the collection
of resources to share. However, in order to practically
evaluate the infrastructure, we have decided to start
by exporting the following four resources from Riks-
termbanken, with either a CC0 or a CC-BY license.

4https://www.eurotermbank.com
5Information on the network is available here:

https://www.eurotermbank.com/
participants-network

6https://elrc-share.eu
7https://ec.europa.eu/cefdigital/wiki/

display/CEFDIGITAL/eTranslation
8With the following specification:

https://eurotermbank.com/tbx-0.5.1.xcs
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Figure 1: The concept “biologisk mångfald” (biological diversity), as shown in Rikstermbanken
(www.rikstermbanken.se).

Figure 2: An illustration of the conversion from NTRF to TBX and the export to Eurotermbank

3.1.1. A collection of sustainability terms

ISOF organises the Sustainability Terminology Group,
which aims to standardise and clarify Swedish termi-
nology and concepts related to sustainable develop-
ment. The group includes experts from a number of
different knowledge areas, as well as actors who work
to communicate such expert knowledge to a wider au-
dience. The group members represent various scientific
disciplines, government agencies, the media as well as
NGOs. The linguistic expertise is provided by two ter-
minologists and a discourse analyst, all from ISOF, as
well as a translator from English to Swedish.

3.1.2. Terms from the Swedish authority
terminology group

ISOF has also been organising a terminology group
with the long-time goal of creating a more standard-
ised terminology within the public sector. The termi-
nology group included five different public agencies:
the Swedish Tax Agency, the Swedish Public Employ-
ment Service, the Swedish Social Insurance Agency,
the Swedish Police Authority and the National Board
of Health and Welfare. The group members were ter-
minologists, language experts, translators and business
architects, and the group was led by a project manager,
a project assistant and a terminologist from ISOF. The
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Figure 3: The concept “biological diversity” as shown when imported into Eurotermbank.

term list developed in the project consists of 27 term-
posts, which are translated into five languages: English,
Arabic, Finnish, Romani Arli and Romani Kelderash.
The work began in August 2021 as a pilot project, but
the group will hopefully continue to expand the termi-
nology collection.

3.1.3. Statistics Sweden’s term list
Statistics Sweden (SCB) is a public agency responsible
for official statistics. Their term list, which contains
terms in Swedish and English, consists of terms related
to statistics, society, and other topics that can be useful
when communicating statistics. The most recent up-
date of the list was created by two statistics experts,
two language experts and a terminologist consultant.

3.1.4. Swedish Council for Higher Education’s
term list

The Swedish Council for Higher Education (UHR) is
responsible for supporting the higher education sector
by providing admission services, IT systems, and the
Swedish Scholastic Aptitude Test, among other things.
Their term list consists of over 2,000 terms and syn-
onyms related to higher education. The list is updated
yearly with the help of institutions in the higher educa-
tion sector.

4. The conversion
It could be concluded that the correspondence between
NTRF and TBX in general was very good. There were
only three pieces of information in NTRF that could
not be directly expressed in TBX. These were (i) the
Swedish common gender, (ii) domain on a language

level, and (iii) translation equivalence comment on a
language level. Table 2 shows a simplified mapping
between the two formats, i.e., simplified in the way that
the hierarchy of the TBX format has been left out. The
pieces of information that can not be expressed in TBX
are shown in boldface. The table is divided into the
following five sections:
(2.1) TBX uses the hierarchical structure of XML to
divide the term-post into language segments, whereas
NTRF specifies the language for each term- and text
row.
(2.2) NTRF allows the user to specify a number of dif-
ferent types of terms, e.g., standard term, synonym,
deprecated term, whereas TBX uses the <term> tag
for all kinds of terms, and lets the user add additional
tags to specify different kinds of term attributes, e.g., if
it is a synonym or a deprecated term.
(2.3) For some features of the term, NTRF too uses at-
tributes for specifying them, e.g., grammatical infor-
mation, geographical usage, abbreviation/full form and
homograph information. For all the attributes, there is
a corresponding TBX tag. As stated above, we were,
however, not able to find any standard in TBX for ex-
pressing that a noun has the common gender, which is
one of the gender categories of Swedish. Terms having
another gender category than “feminine”, “masculine”
and “neuter” were therefore given the gender category
“othergender”.
(2.4) There is also information on a language level,
both for NTRF and TBX, e.g., a definition or expla-
nation of the concept, or a note. These pieces of infor-
mation can optionally have a reference. On the lan-
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NTRF TBX

1. The language:
la <langSet xml:lang=la> ... (where la is a variable containing the language)
2. The term:
laTE word <term>word</term> ...
laAVTE word <term>word</term> ...

<termNote type=”normativeAuthorization”>deprecatedTerm</termNote>
<termNote type=”administrativeStatus”>deprecatedTerm-admn-sts</termNote>

laBT word <term>word</term> ...
<termNote type=”termType”>formula</termNote>

laPH word <term>word</term> ...
<termNote type=”termType”>phraseologicalUnit</termNote>

laSYPH word <term>word</term> ...
<termNote type=”termType”>synonym</termNote>
<termNote type=”termType”>synonymousPhrase</termNote>
<termNote type=”termType”>phraseologicalUnit</termNote>

laSYTE word <term>word</term> ...
<termNote type=”termType”>synonym</termNote>

laINTE word <term>word</term> ...
<termNote type=”termType”>fullForm</termNote>

Also for: (If the setting ’troligenUppdelat’ (’probably split’) is true for the language:)
laTE and <termNote type=”normativeAuthorization”>preferredTerm</termNote>
laPH <termNote type=”administrativeStatus”>preferredTerm-admn-sts</termNote>
Also for: (If the setting ’troligenUppdelat’ (’probably split’) is true for the language:)
laSYPH and <termNote type=”normativeAuthorization”>admittedTerm</termNote>
laSYTE <termNote type=”administrativeStatus”>admittedTerm-admn-sts</termNote>
3. Information associated with the term:
GNGR f <termNote type=”grammaticalGender”>feminine</termNote>
GNGR m <termNote type=”grammaticalGender”>masculine</termNote>
GNGR t <termNote type=”grammaticalGender”>neuter</termNote>
GNGR other <termNote type=”grammaticalGender”>otherGender</termNote>

(Can, e.g., be used for Swedish common gender, which is not expressed in TBX.)
GR pl <termNote type=”grammaticalNumber”>plural</termNote>
GR sing <termNote type=”grammaticalNumber”>singular</termNote>
GR koll <termNote type=”grammaticalNumber”>mass</termNote>
another GR <termNote type=”grammaticalNumber”>otherNumber</termNote>
OKGR subst <termNote type=”partOfSpeech”>noun</termNote>
OKGR adj <termNote type=”partOfSpeech”>adjective</termNote>
OKGR verb <termNote type=”partOfSpeech”>verb</termNote>
OKGR adv <termNote type=”partOfSpeech”>adverb</termNote>
OKGR itr <termNote type=”partOfSpeech”>verb</termNote>

<termNote type=”grammaticalValency”>monovalent</termNote>
OKGR tr <termNote type=”partOfSpeech”>verb</termNote>

<termNote type=”grammaticalValency”>divalent or more</termNote>
another OKGR <termNote type=”partOfSpeech”>other</termNote>
FRKT F <termNote type=”termType”>abbreviation</termNote>
FRKT OF <termNote type=”termType”>fullForm</termNote>
HONR nr <termNote type=”homograph”>nr</termNote>
UT text <termNote type=”pronunciation”>text</termNote>
RF text <xref type=”xSource” target=” text ” />
SA text <termNote type=”usageNote”>text</termNote>
GE text <termNote type=”geographicalUsage”>text</termNote>
EKVI text <termNote type=”transferComment”>text</termNote>

(EKVI is currently not used in Rikstermbanken on a term level.)
4. Information associated with the language:
laDF text <descrip type=”definition”>text</descrip>
laEX text <descrip type=”example”>text</descrip>
laFK text <descrip type=”explanation”>text</descrip>
laKT text <descrip type=”context”>text</descrip>

(The four preceding text attributes can also be given an optional reference)
la{DF/EX/FK/KT} text <descrip type=”{definition/example/explanation/context}”>text</descrip>
RF text <admin type=”sourceIdentifier”>text</admin>
laAN text <note>text</note>

(In addition, if there is a reference associated with the note)
laAN text.1 <admin type=”annotatedNote”>text.1</admin>
RF text.2 <adminNote type=”noteSource”>text.2</adminNote>
laSA text <note>Domain: text</note>
laEKVI text <note>Equivalence: text</note>
laUPTE w.1, w.2 <admin type=”searchTerm”>w.1</admin>

<admin type=”searchTerm”>w.2</admin>
5. References to other terms, which are associated with the language in NTRF and with the term-post in TBX:
laRETE word <ref type=”crossReference” target=”word(-nr)”>word</ref>
(<HONR nr>) (A homograph number is needed when referencing to homographs)
laSU word <ref type=”see” target=”word(-nr)”>word</ref>
(<HONR nr>) (A homograph number is be needed when referencing to homographs)

Table 2: A simplified mapping table between Rikstermbanken NTRF and TBX, not showing the hierarchical
structure of the TBX. la is variable containing the language, word (and w.1/w.2) contains a word, text contains a
text, and nr contains a number. The three pieces of information in NTRF that could not be expressed in TBX is
shown in boldface.
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guage level, both NTRF and TBX also lets the user
specify search words, i.e., words that should lead to
this term-post being retrieved when used in a search
query. NTRF also allows the user to specify a “trans-
lation equivalence comment” as well as a “domain” on
the language level. We have not been able to find sup-
port for adding this information on the language level in
TBX, and have therefore instead added a standard TBX
note that starts with the text “Domain:” and “Equiva-
lence:”, respectively. This is shown in boldface in the
table.
(2.5) Finally, related terms and see-under terms are ex-
pressed on a language level in NTRF, whereas they are
expressed with XML tags on a term-post level in TBX.
We moved the information to the term-post level when
carrying out the conversion.
The typographic formatting of the text and terms, i.e.,
the HTML-like markup, is not exported in the current
implementation of the conversion.
The conversion is implemented in Python. The conver-
sion procedure consists of first retrieving the NTRF for-
matted files from their representation in the document
database, and thereafter converting them into TBX.

5. Future work
In the future, we will continue to select term lists from
Rikstermbanken to export to Eurotermbank, as well as
to develop and collect new term lists to include in Riks-
termbanken.
We plan to continue to support NTRF for Riks-
termbanken, as there is knowledge within ISOF on
how to use this format. We have, however, also im-
plemented the first stage of a conversion in the other
direction, i.e., a conversion from TBX. Such a con-
version would make it possible to import data avail-
able in a TBX format into the MongoDB database of
Rikstermbanken, i.e., making the TBX format one of
the formats supported for importing data into Riks-
termbanken.
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Abstract
Automatic Term Extraction (ATE) is one of the core problems in natural language processing and forms a
key component of text mining pipelines of domain specific corpora. Complex low-level tasks such as machine
translation and summarization for domain specific texts necessitate the use of term extraction systems. However,
the development of these systems requires the use of large annotated datasets and thus there has been little
progress made on this front for under-resourced languages. As a part of ongoing research, we present a dataset
for term extraction from Hindi texts in this paper. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first dataset
that provides term annotated documents for Hindi. Furthermore, we have evaluated this dataset on statistical
term extraction methods and the results obtained indicate the problems associated with development of term
extractors for under-resourced languages.

Keywords: automatic term extraction, under-resourced, Hindi

1. Introduction
Automatic Term Extraction (ATE) is the task of
extracting relevant terms from domain specific cor-
pora. Terms can be defined as linguistic units that
refer to domain specific concepts in a world model
(Cabré, 1999; Cram and Daille, 2016; Peñas et al.,
2001b). To illustrate, in the domain of education
an institution that imparts education to children
is a concept and we refer to this concept by the
word school in English. Thus, identification of a
word or a multiword expression as a term is highly
dependent on the individual’s subjective notion of
the concept (Peñas et al., 2001b), for example how
does the individual define education and whether
institution is an important concept in this domain
as per the subjective opinion of the person. This
in turn makes ATE a more challenging problem to
tackle.
Term extractors also play a critical role in on-
tology engineering as identification of terms and
relationships amongst them can be used to iden-
tify important concepts and conceptual relations
which in turn serve as building blocks for ontologies
(Pazienza et al., 2005). They are also used in the
development of language technology such as ma-
chine translation (Oliver, 2017) and summarization
systems (Jacquemin and Bourigault, 2005). Fur-
thermore, they serve as the key building blocks of
information retrieval systems as they allow efficient
indexing of relevant documents (Jacquemin and
Bourigault, 2005) together on the basis of terms
thus playing a critical role in reducing the overall
search time and improving the scalability of these
systems.
Although term extraction has been an active area
of research in the past few decades, most of the
research in this domain has primarily been focused

on English (Pazienza et al., 2005; Šajatović et al.,
2019; Astrakhantsev, 2018; Zhang et al., 2018).
Out of the 7,100+ languages1 being used around
the world most are under-resourced with limited
access to language technology tools. In this pa-
per, we present a novel dataset for term extrac-
tion in the education domain for the Hindi lan-
guage. Furthermore, we have carried out experi-
ments with statistical term extraction systems on
this dataset to demonstrate the challenges in build-
ing term extractors. We hope that by releasing this
dataset we can contribute towards the research in
resource creation as well as development of better
algorithms for term extraction for under-resourced
languages.
The related works have been discussed in Section 2,
Section 3 details the dataset collection techniques
as well as processing carried before conducting the
experiments. Furthermore, we go onto list the data
statistics in terms of the total number of annotated
documents and the methodology followed while an-
notating the documents. The algorithms used to
carry out the experiments are discussed in Section
4 followed by a discussion on the evaluation met-
ric and the experiments in Section 5 and Section
6 which reviews the results obtained. Lastly, fu-
ture directions of research and open problems are
described in Section 7.

2. Related Works
ATE has been an active area of research since
the last decade of the previous millennium (Daille,
1994; Evans and Lefferts, 1995; Pazienza, 1998)
with almost all of the research in this domain being
focused on statistical techniques; both supervised
and unsupervised.

1https://www.ethnologue.com/
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Earlier research in this domain was focused around
frequency based measures such as Term Frequency
- Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) (Evans
and Lefferts, 1995) and linguistic filter based meth-
ods (Daille, 1994). The key idea behind the TF-
IDF based methods is that terms representative of
important concepts have high document term fre-
quency in a few documents. The methods based
on linguistic filtering exploit general syntactic pat-
terns observed in terms across domains for exam-
ple associating noun phrases with terms. Bordea
et al. (2013) propose a term recognition algo-
rithm based on the the identification of termhood
of the term constituents. In recent years, this on-
going research has culminated in the form of var-
ious term extraction toolkits, namely: TermSuite
(Cram and Daille, 2016), Simple Extractor2, SDL
MultiTerm Extract3, Terminus4, JATE (Zhang et
al., 2016), Rainbow 5 and ATR4S (Astrakhantsev,
2018) which have advanced the state-of-the-art in
term extraction tasks.
The experiments carried out in this paper are
based on the frequency based algorithms demon-
strated by Astrakhantsev (2018). They carry out
experiments with various methods such as methods
based on occurrence frequency, methods based on
topic modelling and context modelling based meth-
ods.
Term annotated datasets are available for popular
highly resourced languages such as English, how-
ever not a lot of progress has been made with re-
gards to curation of term annotated datasets for
under-resourced languages. GENIA (Kim et al.,
2003) is term annotated dataset for the domain of
biomedicine in English. It contains 2000 abstracts
taken from the MEDLINE database comprising
of over 400,000 tokens and annotated with 93,293
terms. The CRAFT corpus (Bada et al., 2012), be-
longing to the biomedical domain is another pop-
ular term annotated dataset for domain specific
terminology in English. Similary, there are other
datasets available for English such as ACL RD-
TEC (?) and ACTER 6. This research is closely
related to the work done by McCrae and Doyle
(2019) who introduce a term annotated dataset for
Irish (ISO 639-3 language code for Irish is gle), an
under-resourced language of the Goidelic family of
languages. The Goidelic languages are a part of

2https://www.dail.es/en/
artificial-intelligence/

3https://docs.rws.com/binary/
796827/807059/sdl-multiterm-2021-sr1/
sdl-multiterm-extract-tools-user-guide

4http://terminus.iula.upf.edu/cgi-bin/
terminus2.0/terminus.pl?lInt=En

5https://okapiframework.org/wiki/index.php/
Rainbow

6https://clarin.eurac.edu/repository/xmlui/
handle/20.500.12124/24

the larger Celtic family of languages used primar-
ily in the British Isles. Irish, Scottish Gaelic and
Manx are the 3 languages which constitute the
Goidelic family. They demonstrate term extrac-
tion on this dataset using various methods such
as frequency based measures and topic modelling
based approaches. Also, they propose the inclusion
of morphological features in the term recognition
pipeline in order to improve the performance of
the statistical term recognition system. In this pa-
per, we have used frequency and background cor-
pus based measures for term extraction.

2.1. Hindi
Hindi is an under-resourced language from the
Indo-European family of languages primarily used
in the northern and north-western parts of the In-
dian subcontinent (Kachru, 2006). There are 528
million native speakers of the language in the In-
dian subcontinent as per the census of 2011 con-
ducted by the Government of India7. Hindi is writ-
ten in the Devanagari script which is a phonetic
script; the writing system reflects the pronuncia-
tions (Bright, 1996). For example, dog is written
as श्वान in Hindi and prounounced as shvaan.

3. Dataset
The dataset introduced in this paper is a collection
of documents from the domain of education. The
choice of this particular domain is not due to a spe-
cific scientific reason but influenced by the authors’
expertise in this domain by virtue of previous and
current academic affiliations. Data required for
annotation has been collected from Wikipedia us-
ing its standard api 8. A total of 71 Wikipedia
documents comprising of 11,960 words were col-
lected and manually annotated. Wikipedia pages
are classified into categories to group pages from
the same domain together. In Hindi Wikipedia,
category is known as शे्रणी (transliteration - shreni,
translation - category) and setting this parameter
to शक्षा (transliteration - shiksha, translation - ed-
ucation) in the API GET request enables us to
download the documents belonging to this domain.
During annotation we referred to the fundamental
definition of a term: term is a surface represen-
tation of a concept (Pazienza, 1998). Of course,
the definition of concepts is subjective and reflects
the annotators’ notion of termhood in the given
domain. It is also important note that we haven’t
posed any syntactic structure on term selection.
This has been done to increase the coverage and
allow the terms representative of a variety of dif-
ferent concepts to be annotated. However, during

7https://censusindia.gov.in/2011Census/
Language_MTs.html

8https://hi.wikipedia.org/w/api.php
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annotation we observed that almost all the anno-
tated terms are noun phrases. In fact, a total of
926 annotated terms were noun phrases, 25 verb
phrases were annotated as terms and 2 adjectives
were also annotated as terms. As a part of the data
cleaning, the English words in the downloaded data
have been filtered out using a unicode based char-
acter filtration.
A total of 71 documents were annotated with 953
terms. Also, it is also important to note that the
annotation was performed by a single annotator.
For under-resourced languages like Hindi, it is dif-
ficult to onboard trained expert annotators due
to the scarcity of domain experts and high ex-
penses associated with their recruitment. In this
case these challenges have limited the size of the
dataset and since the dataset has been manually
annotated by one annotator therefore it is difficult
to ascertain the quality of annotations and the pos-
sibility of noisy annotation cannot be ruled out.
The aforementioned problems with manual anno-
tation can hinder the learning of any meaningful
representations and lead to degraded performance
in the supervised learning domain. However, self-
supervised learning algorithms which are robust to
noisy annotation and can learn meaningful rep-
resentations by seeding on the initial annotated
dataset (Tan et al., 2021) can be used to train ma-
chine learning models for the task at hand.
Lastly, although the size of the dataset is relatively
small, we hope that it can propel research interest
in this domain for the Hindi language. The dataset
and necessary code developed during its curation
are available publicly 9.

4. Methodology
We evaluated the performance of frequency and
reference corpora based term extraction ap-
proaches discussed by Astrakhantsev (2018) using
the dataset introduced in Section 3 as the gold
standard. The following are the steps involved in
the term extraction pipeline:

• Pre-processing

• Term candidate selection

• Term candidate scoring and ranking10

The methods detailed in sections 4.2.3, 4.2.4 and
4.2.5 are based on a general domain background
corpus. We used 2,411 Wikipedia articles compris-
ing of 7,28,055 words spread across multiple do-
mains as our background corpus 11.

9https://github.com/zigzagthad/Hindi_
Term-Extract

10In this paper, we have used one method for term
scoring therefore ranking is trivial. However, in meth-
ods where multiple term scoring methodologies are in-
volved, term ranking becomes complicated.

11https://rb.gy/d5o4yi

4.1. Term Candidate Selection
We used part-of-speech chunking for filtering the
term candidates. Firstly, we annotated the docu-
ments with the TnT tagger (Brants, 2000) which
is available as a part of the NLTK package. Next,
we used the RegexpParser also available as a part
of the NLTK package to perform chunking on the
annotated documents. Precisely, all noun phrases
were considered as term candidates to be scored us-
ing the methods discussed in the subsequent sec-
tions. Here it is important to note that the tnt
tagger for the Hindi language is trained on 540 an-
notated sequences. This impedes the performance
of the part-of-speech tagging step and reflects re-
source constraints in under-resourced scenarios.
Also, it was ensured that the selected term can-
didates have a length of at least 3 and in case of
multi-word expressions it was ensured that all in-
dividual words constituting the expression have a
length of 3 at least.

4.2. Term Scoring and Ranking
The term candidates selected in the previous step
were scored with the following 5 different methods
as proposed by (Astrakhantsev, 2018):

• Term Frequency - Inverse Document Fre-
quency (TF-IDF)

• Residual Inverse Document Frequency
(RIDF)

• Domain Pertinence

• Weirdness

• Relevance

For a particular scoring algorithm the term candi-
dates were ranked in decreasing order of the scores
achieved by them.

4.2.1. TF-IDF
As a part of the experiments, we carried out term
scoring using the term frequency-inverse document
frequency algorithm (Evans and Lefferts, 1995).
It’s an information retrieval algorithm that assigns
higher values to terms that have high occurrence
frequency in a few documents according to Equa-
tion 1. The intuition behind using this algorithm
for term extraction is that terms that represent
concepts in a specific domain have a high occur-
rence frequency in the domain-specific documents.

TF · IDF (t) = TF (t) · log2
D

DTF (t)
(1)

where TF(t) is the term frequency, D is the total
number of document in the collection, DTF(t) is a
number of documents in which the term occurs.
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4.2.2. RIDF
The RIDF algorithm first proposed by (Church and
Gale, 1999) was used by (Zhang et al., 2016) for
term extraction. The key idea behind using this
approach for term extraction is that the IDF that
is observed for terms has a greater deviation from a
standard Poisson deviation as compared to the de-
viation observed for non-terms as shown in Equa-
tion 2.

RIDF (t) = TF (t)·log2
D

DTF (t)
+log2(1−e−ATF (t))

(2)
where ATF is the normalized term frequency, nor-
malized the number of documents in which a term
occurs.

4.2.3. Domain Pertinence
Domain pertinence (Meijer et al., 2014) is a back-
ground corpus based term extraction method. The
key idea behind background corpus based methods
is that terms in a domain specific collection are dif-
ferent from non-terms with regards to their occur-
rence statistics in a background collection. Equa-
tion 3 shows the calculation of Domain pertinence
for linguistic units in a domain specific corpus. For
a specific term candidate, domain pertinence is cal-
culated as a ratio of term frequency in the given
corpus and the term frequency in the background
corpus.

DomainPertinence(t) =
TFtarget(t)

TFreference(t)
(3)

where TFtarget is the term frequency in the do-
main specific corpus and TFreference is the term
frequency in the general background corpus.

4.2.4. Weirdness
Khurshid et al. (2000) normalizes the term fre-
quencies by the total number of the words in the
respective collection.

Weirdness(t) =
NTFtarget(t)

NTFreference(t)
(4)

where NTFtarget is the term frequency in the do-
main specific corpus normalized by the total num-
ber of words in the domain specific corpus and
NTFreference is the term frequency in the general
background corpus normalized by the total number
of words in the background corpus.

4.2.5. Relevance
(Peñas et al., 2001a) is a modification to domain
pertinence and the weirdness algorithm as it takes
into account document frequency in the calcula-
tion, that is the number of documents in which a
term occurs.

Relevance(t) = 1−(log2(2+
NTFtarget(t) ·DFtarget(t)

NTFreference(t)
))−1

(5)
where NTFtarget is the term frequency in the do-
main specific corpus normalized by the total num-
ber of words in the domain specific corpus and
NTFreference is the term frequency in the general
background corpus normalized by the total number
of words in the background corpus and DFtarget is
the number of documents in the domain corpus in
which a term occurs.

5. Experiments
Term extraction can be viewed as a retrieval of
terms from text documents. There are primar-
ily two kinds of retrieval evaluation algorithms,
namely ranked and unranked (Manning et al.,
2010) evaluation metrics. Unranked evaluation
metrics don’t take into account the relative ranks
of the term candidates, that is the score attained
by the term candidates as per scoring algorithms
does not contribute to the evaluation. On the con-
trary, these metrics are evaluated on the basis of
term candidate lists returned by the retrieval algo-
rithm (in this case the chunker). In this paper,
we have used 3 unranked evaluation algorithms
namely Precision, Recall and F1 score. Preci-
sion essentially calculates the proportion of rele-
vant terms out of the total number of retrieved
terms (Manning et al., 2010) as given in Equation
6

Precision =
Number of relevant items retrieved

Total number of retrieved items
(6)

Recall calculates the proportion of relevant terms
out of the total number of relevant terms (Manning
et al., 2010) as given in Equation 7

Recall =
Number of relevant items retrieved

Total number of relevant items
(7)

F1-score is an unranked evaluation score that is
calculated as the harmonic mean of Precision and
Recall (Manning et al., 2010). Relative ranks of the
term candidates don’t contribute towards the cal-
culation of these scores and therefore their values
are same across different scoring algorithms and
are illustrated in Table 1.
Ranked evaluation algorithms on the other hand
take into account the score generated by the scor-
ing algorithm and calculate the metric for the most
relevant terms(ones with the highest score). The
key idea behind these metrics is that the user is in-
terested in the top k terms out of the complete term
list returned by the filter (chunker in this case).
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Table 1: Unranked Evaluation Results

Precision Recall F1

0.106 0.023 0.037

Table 2: Ranked Evaluation Results

Algorithm MAP MAR MAF1

TF-IDF 0.079 0.016 0.031

RIDF 0.079 0.016 0.031

Domain Pertinence 0.091 0.018 0.037

Weirdness 0.091 0.018 0.037

Relevance 0.089 0.018 0.036

In this paper we have used k = 5 for evaluation
of the metrics. This means that the metrics are
evaluated for each of the top-5 terms in the list of
retrieved term candidadates sorted in decreasing
order of their scores. In cases where the total size
of the term list returned by the filter is less than
5 then we have set k = length of the filtered term
candidate list.
As a part of the experiments we have used 3 differ-
ent ranked evaluation metrics namely Mean Aver-
age Precision (MAP), Mean Average Recall (MAR)
and Mean Average F1-score (MAF1). MAP is
the mean of Average Precision@k (AP@k given by
Equation 8) over all the documents of the collec-
tion. Similarly, MAR is the mean of Average Re-
call@k (AR@k given by Equation 9) over all the
documents of the corpus. MAF1 is the harmonic
mean of AP@k and AR@k over all the documents
in the collection.

Average Precision(k) =

k∑

i=1

TP@i
TP@i+FP@i

k
(8)

Average Recall(k) =

k∑

i=1

TP@i
TP@i+FN@i

k
(9)

where TP is the number of true positives, FP is the
number of false positives and FN is the number of
false negatives.

6. Results and Discussion
The results obtained are illustrated in Table 1 and
Table 2. As can be seen the scores for all the algo-
rithms are not very high. Furthermore, it can be
observed that the values for precision are higher
than the recall values for both ranked and un-
ranked evaluation metrics. This is primarily due
to the sub-optimal selection of term candidates
for each document. As discussed previously the

term candidates were filtered by first annotating
the documents with the tnt tagger, followed by
chunking performed using the RegexpParser (both
tnt tagger and RegexpParser are available as a part
of the NLTK package) to select the noun phrases
as term candidates. However it was observed that
tagger had limited capacity and a large number of
chunks were annotated with <UNK> tokens (un-
known tokens). As a result a very low number of
term candidates (noun phrases) were filtered for
each document which in turn brought down the
recall scores leading to very high false negatives.
It is also interesting to note that the values for the
ranked metrics is lower is than the values for the
unranked metrics which indicates that scoring al-
gorithms don’t reflect the gold standard lists; they
assign higher ranks to non-term entities. There
are two possible reasons for this; firstly, the list
of filtered term candidates is not representative of
the gold standard and as result the performance is
low irrespective of the rank assigned by the scor-
ing algorithm; and secondly another reason could
be that termhood in this domain is not reflected
by frequency of occurrence. However, on closer
inspection of the results we found that where an
appropriate list of term candidates had been fil-
tered out, the term scores were high and which in
turn indicated that term candidates have high oc-
currence frequency in both the target as well as the
background corpus thus ruling out the possibility
of the second reason mentioned previously.
Furthermore, as illustrated in Table 2 algorithms
belonging to the same class; frequency based ap-
proaches namely TF-IDF and RIDF exhibit sim-
ilar performance and similarly background cor-
pus based approaches namely Domain Pertinence,
Weirdness and Relevance have similar perfor-
mance. This is because of similar ranking patterns
across a specific class of algorithms.
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Also, it is interesting to note that background cor-
pus based methods have a slightly better perfor-
mance than the frequency based approaches, this
is indicative of the positive influence of the back-
ground corpus on the task at hand.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
To conclude the dataset described here is the first
term annotated dataset for Hindi. During evalua-
tion of this dataset with unsupervised algorithms
we observed that the score of frequency and back-
ground corpus based methods is not high. As dis-
cussed previously, this is primarily due to the sub-
optimal performance of tagger leading to inefficient
selection of term candidates. Another important
aspect is the search criteria for chunking, introduc-
tion of more complicated noun phrasal structures
can improve performance of the term extractors.
Annotation for under-resourced languages is one of
the most challenging problems in natural language
processing (NLP). It is difficult to find trained ex-
pert annotators in order to ensure a high quality
of annotation of the datasets. In this research, the
dataset has been annotated by one annotator and
we are aware that there can be bias in the dataset.
However, the annotations provided here can serve
as seed annotations for more sophisticated self-
supervised and semi-supervised algorithms which
we hope can then establish state-of-the-art bench-
marks for under-resourced term extraction. Also,
it is important to note that supervised learning al-
gorithms are used to noisy annotate datasets in
NLP, however terms are references to domain con-
cepts and we are not aware of any machine learning
algorithm that can essentially map concepts; it is
one of the longstanding problems in the area of ar-
tificial intelligence and therefore the manually an-
notated dataset presented here better models the
domain concepts of education.
Finally, this is an ongoing research and we hope
to add more annotators as well as develop bet-
ter annotation guidelines in order to improve the
annotation quality of this dataset in the future.
Furthermore, we also intend on adding more doc-
uments to the collection so that the dataset can
be meaningfully used to train deep learning based
architectures for term extraction. From an algo-
rithmic perspective, we plan on the development of
novel algorithms which can beat the current state-
of-the-art on the task of term extraction for under-
resourced languages.
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Abstract
We propose a method for automatic term extraction based on a statistical measure that ranks term candidates according to their
semantic relevance to a specialised domain. As a measure of relevance we use term co-occurrence, defined as the repeated
instantiation of two terms in the same sentences, in indifferent order and at variable distances. In this way, term candidates
are ranked higher if they show a tendency to co-occur with a selected group of other units, as opposed to those showing more
uniform distributions. No external resources are needed for the application of the method, but performance improves when
provided with a pre-existing term list. We present results of the application of this method to a Spanish-English Linguistics
corpus, and the evaluation compares favourably with a standard method based on reference corpora.

Keywords: terminology extraction, co-occurrence patterns, semantic relevance

1. Introduction
In this short paper, we present a methodological pro-
posal for automatic terminology extraction (ATE),
which forms part of a larger terminology software
project, currently in development, aimed at the automa-
tion of different tasks of glossary creation. Here we ex-
plain therefore only the task of creating the list of en-
tries for the glossary by means of term extraction from
a specialised corpus. With this goal in mind, we experi-
mented with the application of a co-occurring measure,
which we used as a means to operationalise a key con-
cept of the ATE problem such as semantic relevance.
Using word co-occurrence as indicator of semantic rel-
evance is something that has been tried in the past for
different terminology related applications (Nazar et al.,
2007; Wartena et al., 2010). An earlier attempt to use
this type of measures in an ATE system was Termout1

(Nazar, 2016), which proved effective as a method to
extract terms from a single document but too compu-
tationally expensive to analyse a full corpus, making it
impractical in environments like web applications.
On this occasion, we further explore these co-
occurrence measures and present a significant improve-
ment. This new method is simple, computationally effi-
cient and scalable: after a classical workflow involving
the filtering of single and multi-word units based on
syntactic patterns, the central idea is to promote can-
didates that show a particular profile of co-occurrence,
i.e., a tendency to appear with a selected number of
other lexical units in the same sentences. This is re-
gardless of the order of appearance of the terms, as well
as their relative distance, as in the case of the terms sig-
nifier and signified in the field of Linguistics. We ob-
serve that when a candidate has a persistent group of
‘friends’, it usually is a specialised term, as opposed to

1http://www.termout.org

those showing more uniform distributions.
The co-occurrence information is obtained from the
same specialised corpus, and for this reason, a mini-
mum corpus size is required (ca. 5 million tokens).
Apart from a POS-tagger, no external resources are
needed. But if a list of terms of the domain is al-
ready available, then it can be used to improve per-
formance by identifying its members among the co-
occurring words of a given candidate.
We present results of the application of the method to a
Spanish-English linguistic corpus, in which evaluation
figures compare favourably with a standard method
based on reference corpora. More data is available on
the project’s website2.

2. Related Work
The field of terminology has always been intrinsically
related with that of computational linguistics because
of the variety of natural language processing tools and
methods that can be applied to at least partially automa-
tise the terminology workflow and the process of dic-
tionary creation (Sager, 1990). ATE, however, was con-
solidated as a particular field of research after Kageura
and Umino’s survey (1996), where the authors defined
the task of separating the terms from the rest of the vo-
cabulary of a specialised corpus. They also presented
the main approaches (i.e., based on statistical or on
linguistic knowledge) and explained the procedure for
evaluation, which continues to be the standard today.
Different methods have been proposed in the span of
several decades, but no consensus has yet been reached
concerning which one is preferable, since different
methods show a better performance than others, de-
pending on the use case. The lack of a standard eval-
uation dataset is one of the main difficulties for evalu-

2http://www.tecling.com/cgi-bin/termout/ling
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ating ATE methods (Astrakhantsev, 2017; Zhang et al.,
2017).
Overall, certain tendencies can appreciated in the his-
tory of this field. Earlier methods began to explore
statistics of term distribution. The work of Spärk-Jones
(1972) in Information Retrieval is often credited as a
trailblazer in ATE, as she proposed an algorithm to
promote term candidates that show concentrated fre-
quency in fewer documents of a corpus. An earlier
study by Juilland and Chang-Rodriguez (1964) also de-
serves mention, as they too were looking at how lexi-
cal units are distributed in a corpus in order to separate
terms from general vocabulary.
Later models, in the eighties and nineties, involved a
greater degree of linguistic sophistication, with the ap-
plication of morphosyntactic patterns for the correct
segmentation of multiword units (Justeson and Katz,
1995). They observed that multiword terms most of-
ten occur as certain types of noun phrases (e.g., noun,
adjective-noun, noun-preposition-noun).
In parallel, with the rise of Corpus Linguistics in
the British lexicographic tradition (Sinclair, 1991), the
concept of ‘keyness’ or ‘keywordness’ began to de-
velop, according to which lexical units are weighted
using large reference corpora of non-specialised dis-
course. Keywords are defined as those that occur rel-
atively more often in the domain-specific target corpus
than would be expected in comparison with a reference
corpus that represent general or every-day language.
Functions to extract keywords were then offered by
classical corpus linguistics software such as Wordsmith
Tools (Scott, 1997) or AntConc (Anthony, 2005). Later
term extraction systems were also inspired by this ap-
proach, such as Termostat (Drouin, 2003), and Sketch
Engine (Kilgarriff et al., 2014), and others using similar
notions such as term ‘weirdness’ (Ahmad et al., 1994).
By the turn of the century, surveys show a progressive
hybridisation of methodologies, involving both statis-
tical and linguistic data (Cabré et al., 2001). More re-
cently, however, a new tendency seems to be gaining
ground, one that takes into account contextual features
and distributional semantics. TerMine (Frantzi et al.,
2000) is an earlier example of ATE method that uses
some form of contextual features. Its ‘C-/NC-value’
combines statistical measures and distributional infor-
mation. The common statistical measure is improved
in the sense that it adjusts frequency values of single
or multiword terms that also occur as part of longer
multiword terms (C measure), while information about
words that tend to appear next to term candidates is also
taken into account (NC measure).
However, it is in more recent approaches where the se-
mantic component is most evident. Some researchers
are introducing semantic relatedness of term candidates
as a measure in addition to a combination of meth-
ods based on statistics (frequencies) and linguistics
(lexico-syntactic patterns, distributional information).
For instance, ‘KeyConceptsRelatedness’ (Astrakhant-

sev, 2014) is the semantic relatedness of candidates to
already validated domain terms, where semantic relat-
edness is computed according to a word embedding
model trained on Wikipedia text. Similar work relies
on lexico-semantic knowledge represented in seman-
tic networks and ontologies, as shown in the survey by
Maynard et al. (2008). In this line, Zhang et al. (2017)
propose a generic method for enhancing ATE results,
using a small set of validated seed terms to compute
the distributional similarity against term candidates.
Our present proposal can be considered similar to this
later trend, as it uses co-occurrence to operationalise
semantic relevance.

3. Method
As usual in ATE projects, this method begins with the
selection of a language and a domain of interest. As we
were already embarked in a project to develop a large
Spanish-English Linguistics glossary, we decided to
test our method with a linguistics corpus. To this end,
we used all the articles published in the last 25 years
by Revista Signos3, an open-access linguistics journal
that accepts papers in both languages. This constitutes
a corpus of 602 papers with a total of approximately
6.5 million tokens.
We developed a pipeline to download the papers and
convert them from their original HTML format to plain
text. As usual in some academic journals, the papers
have bilingual titles, abstracts and keywords. They also
often mix reference titles mainly in both of these lan-
guages. In this paper we set up the ATE task to be ap-
plied on monolingual corpora. At a later stage, we will
exploit the fact that it is a pseudo-parallel corpus in or-
der to align the extracted terms, but as we said, we leave
those details for a future paper. For the present stage,
we opted to separate the corpus in both languages and
apply the method one language at a time. This separa-
tion is done automatically with Linguini4, a Perl script
that detects the main language of every text in a cor-
pus and then deletes any fragments in other languages
found inside each text. This is relevant in our use case,
since also the text bodies frequently contain e.g. quotes
and examples in another language.
As is normal in this type of workflows, the next step
in the pre-processing the corpus consists of the appli-
cation of a POS-tagger. In our case, we used UD-
Pipe (Straka and Straková, 2017) because of the qual-
ity of its lemmatisation and POS-tagging. It also of-
fers full syntactic parsing, and some authors have sug-
gested the use of this type of parsers in order to better
segment multiword terminology (Judea et al., 2014).
However, we opted for a more conservative approach,
and ignored the syntactic annotation. Instead, we de-
fined a list of morphosyntactic patterns typical of mul-
tiword terminology, such as noun-noun or adjective-
noun (e.g., corpus linguistics, specific language im-

3http://www.revistasignos.cl
4http://www.tecling.com/linguini
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pairment) or constructions with certain propositions
(e.g., in Spanish, lingüı́stica de corpus). This is un-
doubtedly an oversimplification of the problem because
morphosyntactic patterns found in multiword terminol-
ogy can be extremely diverse, and this will have to be
addressed in future work.
The previous step results in a first unrefined list of term
candidates. Next, the algorithm extracts the contexts of
occurrence of each candidate in the specialised corpus.
The intuition is that genuine terms of the domain will
show a particular profile of co-occurrence, as indicative
of how informative they are. This can be seen, for in-
stance, in Figure 1, which depicts this type of analysis
for the case of the term second language acquisition.
In this case, we can see a characteristic shape of the
co-occurrence frequency curve, showing that there is a
limited number of vocabulary units that appear with a
significant frequency in the same sentences. One can
notice, among the most frequent co-occurring units,
some words and parts of terms and proper names that
are semantically related to the candidate (e.g. learning,
feedback, corrective).

Figure 1: Co-occurrence profile of candidate second
language acquisition in the corpus.

In order to account for this phenomenon as a predic-
tor of terminology, we developed a co-occurrence mea-
sure (1) that will promote a candidate based on its co-
occurrence frequency curve.

I(x) =
log2

∑n

i=1
Rx,i

log2 |m(x)| (1)

Here, x represents some term candidate; Rx is the set
of co-occurring words; m(x) is the set of contexts of
occurrence of x and Rx,i is the frequency of occurrence
of a word in the ith position of the n most frequent
words in those contexts. The parameter n is arbitrary,
and we set it to 20 in our experiments. Larger values
would imply longer processing times.

Another arbitrary parameter would be a threshold k,
used by a binary function ATE(x) (2) if one needs to
accept or reject each candidate. Alternatively, one can
rank all candidates in a list according to (1).

ATE(x) =

{
1 I(x) > k
0 otherwise

(2)

As a final note for the explanation of the methodology,
we add that the sensitivity of the term detection can
be amplified with the use of a pre-existent list of ter-
minological units. If a user can provide a large list of
terms as examples (ca. 2000), then the algorithm can
calculate the intersection between such list and the vo-
cabulary co-occurring with a candidate. Of course, this
is then used to promote a candidate as a relevant term,
but it can also be used to narrow down the selection ac-
cording to the interest of the researcher, e.g. to extract
term candidates for the enrichment of a vocabulary of
the domain of Lexicography rather than Linguistics.

4. Results and Evaluation
After processing the corpus, the algorithm first ob-
tained a list of approximately 46,000 different noun
phrases with term-like morphosyntactic patterns, and
then ranked them according to the co-occurrence mea-
sure. We only considered as a result the best 4,000 can-
didates of the list, and we conducted a manual evalua-
tion of the first and the last 500 rank positions. The
error rates obtained were 23% and 48%, respectively,
with 84% inter-coder agreement.

Figure 2: Contrast between method and baseline by the
intersection of terms with Gold Standard.

Also, as a baseline we used Sketch Engine’s term ex-
traction function (Kilgarriff et al., 2014), as it rep-
resents a classical approach based on reference cor-
pora (cf. Section 2). We submitted the same corpus,
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and again considered only the best 4,000 term candi-
dates. To automatise the comparison, we used as gold-
standard a manually curated list of circa 3,500 linguis-
tics terms. Figure 2 shows the comparison with the
baseline in the number of matches with the gold stan-
dard. The first quartile corresponds to the best 1000
candidates. As can be seen, the matching is signif-
icantly higher than the baseline in each quartile, and
then it decreases non-randomly, meaning that the rank-
ing is effective.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we proposed an ATE method and de-
scribed its results on a Spanish-English linguistics cor-
pus. The method is relatively simple, it is computa-
tionally efficient and the evaluation shows promising
results.
In future work we will be describing subsequent steps
to further improve the quality of results. We already
mentioned some of these steps, like a better segmenta-
tion of multiword terms. But we also discovered other
simple strategies which have a significant impact, such
as promoting candidates that appear in bibliographic
references. We are also working on how to automatise
other operations such as filling in fields of a termino-
logical database, such as equivalences in another lan-
guage, morphological categories, inflected forms, re-
lated terms, definitions, and others.
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Abstract
In the experiments briefly presented in this abstract, we compare the performance of a generalist Swedish pre-trained language
model with a domain-specific Swedish pre-trained model on the downstream task of focused terminology extraction of implant
terms, which are terms that indicate the presence of implants in the body of patients. The fine-tuning is identical for both
models. For the search strategy we rely on KD-Tree that we feed with two different lists of term seeds, one with noise and one
without noise. Results shows that the use of a domain-specific pre-trained language model has a positive impact on focused
terminology extraction only when using term seeds without noise.

Keywords: terminology extraction, implant terms, generalist BERT, domain-specific BERT

1. Introduction
Intuitively, a domain-specific pre-trained language
model should preform better than a generalist pre-
trained language model when the downstream task is
domain specific. However, this commonsense intu-
ition is not always confirmed by empirical results (Gu
et al., 2021; von der Mosel et al., 2021; Zheng et al.,
2022). Since the effect of domain-specific pre-trained
language models on domain-specific downstream tasks
is not fully investigated, in the experiments presented
here we further explore this issue. Building domain-
specific pre-trained language models is expensive and
the implication is that each different domain should
then have its own specific pre-trained language model.
Obviously, if generalist pre-trained language models
perform competitively, considering using generalist
models rather than domain-specific models would be-
come a strong option in order to save time and money.
We delve more into this issue and we explore the down-
stream task of focused terminology extraction. Focused
terminology extraction indicates the extraction of a rel-
atively small family of specific terms, i.e. terms that
represent a specialized semantic field. In this case we
focus on the extraction of terms that indicate or sug-
gest the presence of “implants” in electronic medical
records (EMRs) written in Swedish.

2. Evaluating Terminology Models
The evaluation of Automatic Terminology Extraction
(ATE) models is notoriously difficult. As pointed
out during the latest shared task competition at Ter-
mEval2020: ”Taking into account the unpredictability
of many machine learning approaches and the consid-
erable variety between the potential outputs, as demon-
strated in this shared task, it is essential for ATE to
be evaluated beyond precision, recall, and f1-scores”
(Rigouts Terryn et al., 2020). Evaluation is even more

difficult in the absence of domains or sub-domains
where gold standards are not available. This situation is
very common when dealing with the specialized terms
that characterize focused terminology extraction. In
this case, the terms candidates must be evaluated by
domain experts on the output of focused terminol-
ogy extraction systems. With this type of evaluation,
that we call posterior evaluation, we will only know
the number of good candidate terms (yes-terms), bad
candidate terms (no-terms) and terms where the anno-
tators feel ”unsure”, but we remain unaware of the total
numbers of good, bad and unsure terms in the whole
corpus.
In previous experiments (Jerdhaf et al., 2021)1, we built
a initial gold standard based on the posterior evaluation
of a generalist Swedish pre-trained language model.
We say ”initial” because the gold standard will be in-
crementally augmented in the way we explain in Sec-
tion 4. The gold standard for this task has been de-
signed with three categories, namely yes-terms (good
candidates), no-terms (bad candidates) and u-terms
(unsure and ambiguous terms). This gold standard is
the manually evaluated output of a focused terminol-
ogy extraction model that was fine-tuned on the gener-
alist Swedish KB-BERT model (Malmsten et al., 2020)
to discover implant terms unsupervisely. Top ranked
candidate implant terms were presented to domain ex-
perts (two MRI physicists) for manual evaluation. Re-
sults were promising according to our experts. How-
ever, we observed that the number of candidate terms
that were NOT indicative of implants was quite high.
Therefore, we decided to investigate whether a pre-
trained domain-specific language model would help in
decreasing the number of bad candidates.

1The research has been approved by the Swedish Eth-
ical Review Authority (Etikprövningsmyndigheten), autho-
rization number: 2021-00890 to Peter Lundberg.
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Gold Standard KB-BERT SweDeClin-BERT
Term seeds - Term seeds w/ noise Term seeds w/o noise Term seeds w/ noise Term seeds w/o noise
YES-terms 1267 648 409 383 575
NO-terms 2930 1503 796 723 73

Discoveries - 2868 4018 2807 1279
Total 4197 5019 5223 4036 1927

Table 1: Breakdown of terms extracted by the models and the overlap with terms in the gold standard.

3. Data and Datasets
The data used for the downstream task are medical
records written in Swedish. We use the medical records
of two clinics (cardiology and neurology) that be-
longs to the LIU-Hospital-EMRs-collection, described
in Jerdhaf et al. (2021).

4. Method
The aim of the experiments described below is to
compare a focused terminology extraction model fine-
tuned on the generalist Swedish pre-trained KB-BERT
(Malmsten et al., 2020) with a focused terminology ex-
traction model fine-tuned on the domain-specific (clin-
ical) Swedish pre-trained SweDeClin-BERT (Vakili et
al., 2022) on the extraction of implant terms.
Both models have been fine-tuned using the same pa-
rameters on the same dataset created from the med-
ical records of two clinics (cardiology and neurol-
ogy). For the search strategy, we used KDTree (Python,
sklearn.neighbors.KDTree) (Pedregosa et al., 2011)
with two different lists of term seeds, one with noise
(753 terms) and one without noise (1267 implant terms)
(see example in Figure 1, right hand-side). Term seeds
play a very important role in this type of modelling be-
cause they are used to generate random queries. This
means that for each term seed, a sentence containing
the term was randomly chosen from the dataset and
used to find contextually similar sentences. The sim-
ilarity of contextually similar sentences is based on
word embeddings. Essentially, the model will select
candidate terms that have a similar role and position as
the term seeds of the queries. At this stage of our re-
search the creation of the queries is randomized. This
randomization has the advantage of discovering new
candidates (that we call discoveries) at each run of the
model. Discoveries are the terms brought to surface
by the randomized queries. The role of discoveries is
paramount since it is unthinkable and unfeasible that
two or more MRI physicists read millions of medi-
cal records and annotate implant terms in one go. In
our approach, at each run, the domain experts will be
presented new discoveries that, when annotated, will
increase the gold standard. An example of how the
domain-experts annotate the discoveries is shown in
Figure 1, left hand-side. It is a iterative process that
will repeat until the majority of discoveries will be in
the Yes-term list of the gold standard. It is important to
notice that the models will always surface new discov-
eries because medical records will be added to the cur-

rent collection over time and because new implant arte-
facts will be placed on the market and used on patients.
What we want to achieve at this point of our research is
to identify the model that: 1) maximize the number of
good candidate terms already present in the Yes-term
list of the gold standard; 2) minimize the number of
bad candidate terms already present in the No-term list
of the gold standard; 3) return a number of discoveries
that when evaluated have the same distribution pattern
as described in points 1 and 2, i.e. many good candi-
dates and few bad candidates.

5. Results and Evaluation
According to the results shown in Table 1, the fo-
cused terminology extraction model fine-tuned on
the domain-specific (clinical) Swedish pre-trained
SweDeClin-BERT in combination with term seeds
without noise (Column 6) meets the expectations stated
in points 1 and 2 of the previous section .
In order to verify the 3rd expectation, we handed over
the 1279 discoveries generated by that model to two
domain experts. Manual evaluation of the 1279 discov-
eries meets our expectation as formulated in point 3 be-
cause the two domain experts agreed on assessing 750
Yes-terms and they also agreed on rating 91 No-terms.
They had discordant ratings on the rest. We observe
that the distribution trend of the Yes- and No-terms of
the manually evaluated discoveries matches the trend
of the Yes- and No-terms found in the gold standard.

6. Discussion
Results shows that the use of a domain-specific pre-
trained language model has a positive impact on fo-
cused terminology extraction only when using term
seeds without noise. This means that a domain-specific
pre-trained model has a positive effect under certain
conditions.
We are aware that the randomization of the queries as
motivated in Section 4 has the downside of conflicting
with the principle of experimental replicability. We are
currently studying alternative solutions that allow di-
versification of the results and assure replicability.

7. Conclusion
In this abstract we shortly presented ongoing research
on unsupervised focused terminology extraction. Al-
though this is a difficult research area especially for the
lack of well-established gold standards and evaluation
metrics, results are encouraging. The current gold stan-
dard for this task is available for inspection and reuse.
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Figure 1: Discoveries (left), term seeds without noise (right)
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Abstract
This contribution presents D-Terminer: an open access, online demo for monolingual and multilingual automatic term
extraction from parallel corpora. The monolingual term extraction is based on a recurrent neural network, with a supervised
methodology that relies on pretrained embeddings. Candidate terms can be tagged in their original context and there is no need
for a large corpus, as the methodology will work even for single sentences. With the bilingual term extraction from parallel
corpora, potentially equivalent candidate term pairs are extracted from translation memories and manual annotation of the
results shows that good equivalents are found for most candidate terms. Accompanying the release of the demo is an updated
version of the ACTER Annotated Corpora for Term Extraction Research (version 1.5).

Keywords: automatic term extraction, multilingual term extraction, terminology

1. Introduction
Based on the D-TERMINE (Data-driven Term
Extraction Methodologies Investigated) PhD re-
search (Rigouts Terryn, 2021), an online demo,
D-Terminer1, has been developed for automatic
term extraction, i.e., the automatic identification
of specialised, domain-specific vocabulary in text.
The D-Terminer demo supports monolingual term
extraction in English, French, Dutch, and German,
as well as bilingual automatic term extraction from
parallel corpora with pairs of those same languages.
The code is open source2 and the service is freely
available, though restrictions apply to the maximum
allowed volume of submitted texts. This is an ongoing
project with research plans for improvements in
many directions, ranging from more advanced term
extraction to more customisation and export options.
The monolingual methodology has been elaborately
described in previous work (Rigouts Terryn et al.,
2022), so the current contribution will focus on the
methodology and evaluation of the multilingual term
extraction.
Accompanying the launch of this demo is the release
of an updated version (1.5) of the Annotated Cor-
pora for Term Extraction Research (ACTER) dataset
(Rigouts Terryn et al., 2020b), also freely available on-
line under a Creative Commons license (Ayla Rigouts
Terryn, Veronique Hoste and Els Lefever, 2022)3.
Apart from some minor improvements in the annota-

1D-Terminer demo:
https://lt3.ugent.be/dterminer/

2D-Terminer GitHub repository:
https://github.ugent.be/lt3/D-Terminer/

3ACTER GitHub repository:
https://github.com/AylaRT/ACTER

tions themselves (removal of overly long Named Enti-
ties and normalisation of accented uppercase “I” char-
acter to avoid issues with lowercasing), the main dif-
ference is that the annotated terms have now been
made available as sequential annotations in the origi-
nal context, to complement the original format of lists
of unique annotations. After a brief overview of the
related research, the update of the dataset is discussed.
The next section is dedicated to the monolingual term
extraction methodology and its implementation into the
demo. Next, the methodology and evaluation of the
bilingual term extraction are discussed, before conclud-
ing with an overview and future research plans.

2. Related Research
Over the past decades, research into monolingual auto-
matic term extraction first evolved from linguistic (e.g.,
(Justeson and Katz, 1995) and statistical (Sparck Jones,
1972) methodologies to hybrid methodologies. These
rule-based hybrid methodologies combine linguistic in-
formation like part-of-speech patterns, with statisti-
cal metrics used to calculate termhood and unithood
(Kageura and Umino, 1996), which measure how re-
lated the candidate term (CT) is to the domain, and, in
case of candidate multi-word terms, whether the indi-
vidual components form a cohesive unit. Rule-based
hybrid methodologies reached state-of-the-art results
for many years, with early work by, a.o., Daille (1994)
and Drouin (1997). Variations are still being devel-
oped and used more recently as well, e.g. (Kosa et al.,
2020; Steingrı́msson et al., 2020; Truica and Apostol,
2021). However, (supervised) machine learning meth-
ods have become more popular for automatic term ex-
traction, just like for most other areas in natural lan-
guage processing. Early attempts used algorithms such
as AdaBoost (Vivaldi et al., 2001; Patry and Langlais,
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2005), RIPPER rule induction (Foo and Merkel, 2010),
logistic regression (Nokel, Michael et al., 2012; Fe-
dorenko et al., 2013), and many others. This allowed
researchers to combine more information and different
kinds of information to detect terms, complementing
the traditional linguistic and statistical features, e.g.,
topic modelling (Bolshakova et al., 2013), consultation
of external resources and internet searches (Ramisch et
al., 2010), and word embeddings (Wang et al., 2016;
Amjadian et al., 2018). The rise of deep learning
has seen more neural approaches in recent years, e.g.,
(Kucza et al., 2018; Shah et al., 2019; Hätty, 2020).
The latest trend is the use of language models and se-
quential methods for automatic term extraction (Gao
and Yuan, 2019; Lang et al., 2021), where CTs are
detected in their original contexts, usually by classi-
fying each token in text as (part of a) term or not.
Most commercial term extraction tools (or tools that
include term extraction), e.g., MultiTerm Extract4 and
SketchEngine5, or online demos by researchers, e.g.,
TermoStat6 (Drouin, 2003) and TerMine (Frantzi et al.,
2000) rely on rule-based hybrid methodologies.

Multilingual automatic term extraction aims to not
only detect CTs, but cross-lingual candidate term pairs.
Multilingual term extraction can be performed on par-
allel corpora, or comparable corpora. The current con-
tribution focuses on the former, i.e., corpora of trans-
lations that can be aligned. As discussed by Foo
(2012), methodologies can broadly be divided into two
groups: “align-extract” and “extract-align”, depend-
ing on whether monolingual CTs are extracted first,
or whether alignment is performed first (so multilin-
gual clues can be considered for the monolingual ex-
traction). As stated by Repar et al. (2019), the for-
mer is the more common. Nevertheless, there are in-
dications that multilingual information can help during
the monolingual extraction phase. The TExSIS tool for
bilingual automatic term extraction from parallel cor-
pora (Macken et al., 2013) starts by extracting word
alignments with GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003). Next,
rule-based chunking is applied (Macken and Daele-
mans, 2010), after which “a bootstrapping approach is
used to extract language-pair specific translation rules”
(p. 11). CTs can then be generated based on the aligned
phrases, which are further filtered based on statistical
(termhood) measures. Whether alignment is performed
before or after extraction, Moses phrases tables (Koehn
et al., 2007) and GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) remain
some of the most popular methodologies for the align-
ment (Ivanović et al., 2022). The use of language mod-
els is generally more common for extraction from com-
parable corpora.

4https://www.trados.com/products/multiterm-desktop/
5https://www.sketchengine.eu/
6http://termostat.ling.umontreal.ca/

3. ACTER 1.5
For transparency and to encourage similar research, the
launch of the demo is accompanied by an updated ver-
sion of the ACTER dataset. Since the methodology for
monolingual term extraction is trained on ACTER, we
start with a brief description of the dataset and update.
ACTER was first launched in 2020 (Rigouts Terryn et
al., 2020a) and is a dataset with comparable corpora7

in three languages (English, French, Dutch), and four
domains (corruption, dressage, heart failure, wind en-
ergy). Terms and Named Entities have been manually
annotated with four different labels (Specific Terms,
Common Terms, Out-of-Domain Terms, and Named
Entities). In total, ACTER contains 18,928 unique an-
notations in corpora of 719,265 tokens. Originally, an-
notations were only made available as lists of unique
(lowercased) annotations (without context). Version
1.5 now includes sequential annotations with IOB la-
bels (Inside, Outside, Beginning) as well. The way
these annotations were obtained is well-documented in
both the related paper (Rigouts Terryn et al., 2022) and
the readme.md file associated with the dataset. This
was necessary since the dataset was already starting
to be used in sequential methods (Lang et al., 2021),
where the lists of annotations were mapped back to the
original text. Since the original annotations were made
in context, and creating a sequential dataset from these
annotations is not always straightforward (due to nested
annotations etc.), the annotations have now been made
available in this well-documented sequential IO(B) for-
mat so researchers can all start from the same dataset
and compare results. Additionally, tokenised versions
of the annotations as lists are now included as well,
since the original annotations do not always coincide
with token boundaries. The monolingual models used
for D-Terminer are based on this version of ACTER.

4. Monolingual Term extraction
The monolingual term extraction in the D-Terminer
demo is a supervised system, trained on ACTER. The
method is described in more detail in a previous pub-
lication (Rigouts Terryn et al., 2022), which includes
a thorough evaluation. Since the exact same method-
ology is used for the demo, with even more available
training data (no held-out test corpus), results will be
similar (perhaps even slightly better) than those re-
ported. With the Flair framework (Akbik et al., 2019),
a recurrent neural network was trained to tag each se-
quential token in a domain-specific text as (part of) a
term or not, using the biLSTM-CRF architecture and
pretrained multilingual BERT embeddings (Devlin et
al., 2019). This methodology was shown to perform
well, though results remain highly dependent on the
domain, language, and relevance of the training data.
For monolingual term extraction with the D-Terminer
demo, users are first prompted to upload a domain-

7except for one parallel corpus in the domain of corrup-
tion
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specific corpus of one or more plain text (.txt) files.
In contrast to most currently available term extrac-
tion tools, which rely on statistical termhood and unit-
hood metrics, the D-Terminer methodology will per-
form equally well on a small corpus (or even a single
sentence), as on a larger corpus. Of course, a larger
corpus of domain-specific texts will result in a more
comprehensive and representative overview of terms in
the domain. This first version of D-Terminer only to-
kenises the corpus and does not perform additional lin-
guistic preprocessing.
Once the corpus has been uploaded, users are redi-
rected to a new page where they can start the mono-
lingual term extraction. There are three customisable
settings pertaining to the training data. The first is to
choose between an IOB (Inside-Outside-Beginning) or
a binary (IO) tagging scheme. Performance was shown
to be similar for both, but can have an impact on the
results (e.g., more long terms for IO tagging). The sec-
ond option concerns the domains on which the system
will be trained. Training data will always include all
ACTER languages (English, French, Dutch), since the
models using multilingual BERT were shown to gen-
eralise well across languages. Domain, however, was
shown to have a bigger impact on results. To extract
terms in a domain that does not resemble any of the do-
mains in ACTER (corruption, dressage, heart failure,
and wind energy), it is recommended to use a model
trained on the entire dataset. If however, the domain
is more closely related, it can be beneficial to use a
model trained only on the most similar domain. For
instance, the corpus on heart failure is trained on med-
ical abstracts and short papers. These texts contain
many terms, and many very specific terms. Therefore,
to extract terms in a medical text (even one not re-
lated specifically to heart failure), results may be better
with the model trained only on the heart failure corpus.
More detailed descriptions of the corpora can be found
on the demo website. The third and final customis-
able setting for the monolingual term extraction con-
cerns the types of terms that will be extracted. ACTER
contains annotations with four labels: Specific Terms,
Common Terms, Out-of-Domain Terms, and Named
Entities. Users can select a model that focuses on all,
or only on a subset of these labels. Since these three
customisable settings are mostly relevant for more ad-
vanced users, a standard configuration (IOB labels, all
domains, all labels) is offered and recommended.
Results of the monolingual term extraction can be
viewed in two ways: either a list of all unique CTs (and
their frequencies) in a table, or highlighted CTs in the
original texts. These results can also be exported.

5. Bilingual Automatic Term Extraction
5.1. Methodology
For the bilingual automatic term extraction, a bilingual
domain-specific corpus can be submitted as a transla-
tion memory (one or more .tmx files). First, mono-

lingual term extraction is performed on each language
separately, as described above. Users then choose the
results of one run of the monolingual extraction in the
source language (SL), and one run in the target lan-
guage (TL), to serve as a starting point for the multi-
lingual extraction. For this multilingual methodology,
only CTs that have been extracted in the monolingual
phase are considered, so no new instances are added.
Once the appropriate monolingual results for SL and
TL have been selected, word alignments are calcu-
lated using ASTrED aligned syntactic tree edit distance
(Vanroy et al., 2021), which is based on Awesome Align
(Dou and Neubig, 2021) neural word alignment, that
relies on multilingual language models.
Alignment scores per SL and TL CT pair are calcu-
lated as 2A + 2B + C, where A = (number of com-
plete matches between SL and TL CT)/(frequency of
SL CT), B = average match percentage between SL CT
and TL CT, and C = (times SL CT and TL CT occur
in same aligned sentence)/(frequency of SL CT). This
metric was set experimentally and all alignments with a
score of at least 0.5 are currently displayed. The thresh-
old was set low on purpose, to favour recall and provide
multiple options which may not always be literal trans-
lation, but can still be relevant. As with the monolin-
gual extraction, results can either be viewed in a table
as seen in Figure 1, with one or multiple potentially
equivalent TL CTs per SL CT, or with the candidate
terms in context per document, as in Figure 2, with a
parallel scroll for SL and TL texts.

5.2. Evaluation: Annotation
The performance of the multilingual term extraction
from parallel corpora was manually evaluated on a
bilingual (EN-NL) corpus in the domain of corruption.
This corpus is part of the training data for the mono-
lingual term extraction, which means that the results
of the monolingual term extraction will be exception-
ally good, so the evaluation can focus on the perfor-
mance of the bilingual alignment. Nevertheless, users
should be aware that the multilingual extraction is de-
pendent on the results of the monolingual extractions.
The corpus consists mainly of texts from EU institu-
tions, including treaties, reports, and other official com-
munication on the subject of corruption. The English
and Dutch parts of the corpus count 52,847 and 54,233
tokens respectively. Monolingual term extraction was
performed with the standard settings of the D-Terminer
demo (IOB labelling, system trained on all domains
and all labels). This resulted in a total of 1129 English
CTs and 1367 Dutch CTs. Bilingual extraction was
performed as described above, once using English as
SL and Dutch as TL, once vice versa. Evaluating the re-
sults in both directions was important as this has a con-
siderable impact on results, as will be discussed. Three
linguists each annotated 100 EN-NL and 100 NL-EN
CT pairs, evaluating both the type of instance and the
quality of the alignment. The instances were selected
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Figure 1: Screenshot of D-Terminer demo, showing multilingual results as list.

Figure 2: Screenshot of D-Terminer demo, showing multilingual results in context.
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by sorting the results by the frequency of the source
term, dividing them into 10 sections, and selecting 10
pairs from each section. That way, the evaluation re-
flects results from different frequency distributions. As
there are many CTs that only occur once in the corpus,
41 (EN-NL) and 60 (NL-EN) of the 100 pairs per trans-
lation direction were CTs that only occurred once in the
entire corpus.
Results were presented to the annotators in a table sim-
ilar to that used in the online interface (see Figure 1).
For each SL CT, annotators had to indicate:

1. Is the SL CT a:

(a) Specific Term (domain- and lexicon-specific),

(b) Common Term (only domain-specific),

(c) Named Entity relevant to the domain,

(d) Named Entity not relevant to the domain, or

(e) bad candidate (e.g., partial term or Named En-
tity, clearly neither a term or Named Entity).

2. Is the most highly ranked TL CT for the SL CT:

(a) equivalent,

(b) equivalent but with a different part-of-speech,

(c) not equivalent, but useful for a translator, or

(d) irrelevant

In case the most highly ranked potentially equivalent
TL CT was not an exact equivalent (2c or 2d), they also
had to indicate whether a correct equivalent was present
among the other ranked suggestions and indicate the
rank. When the most highly ranked TL CT was found
to be a completely irrelevant match (2d) and no exact
equivalent was present, they also had to indicate the
rank of a potential non-equivalent but relevant TL CT
(if present).
Pairwise Cohen’s Kappa was used to calculate inter-
annotator agreement for annotation tasks 1 (SL CT)
and 2 (TL CT). Average agreement (in both transla-
tion directions combined) was 0.678 for task 1 and
0.731 for task 2, which are both considered substan-
tial agreement. There were only very small differ-
ences between translation directions. Most disagree-
ment on task 1 concerned Specific versus Common
Terms (which was expected based on previous exper-
iments (Rigouts Terryn et al., 2020b), especially in this
domain). Another recurring issue was differentiating
terms from Named Entities, e.g., Named Entities com-
bined with other words/terms (EU Anti-corruption Re-
ports) and relevant institutions (Court of Auditors). For
the annotations of the TL CT, most disagreement was
found between the not equivalent but relevant and ir-
relevant categories, especially in cases where the sug-
gested equivalent was part of a correct equivalent, e.g.,
legal - rechtspersoon [EN: legal person], and anticor-
ruptiestrategie [EN: anti-corruption strategy] - anti-
corruption. This is related to the different compound-
ing strategies in Dutch and English (discussed in the
next section).

5.3. Evaluation: Results and Discussion
In Table 1, the results of the annotations for both SL
and TL CTs can be seen per translation direction and
per annotator. The first observation is that the results of
the monolingual extraction are very good in both lan-
guages. On average, only 5 out of 200 extracted and
evaluated CTs were found to be bad candidates. This
was expected since the corpus was included in the train-
ing data for the monolingual extraction, allowing us to
focus on the cross-lingual alignments, i.e., the results
of the TL CT evaluation.
The multilingual results are good as well, but with a
bigger difference between the languages. For most
SL CTs, the most highly ranked potentially equivalent
TL CT was evaluated as an actual valid equivalent of
the SL CT. For the remainder of this contribution, the
evaluation of the suggested equivalent (TL CT) will be
based on majority voting, i.e., correct if at least 2 anno-
tators label the TL CT as 2a or 2b. The most highly
ranked TL CT was evaluated as a correct equivalent
75.5% of the time. For another 12.5%, an exact equiv-
alent was found among the more lowly ranked sugges-
tions, leaving only 12% of all evaluated CTs without
any exact equivalents among the suggested TL CTs.
For those 12%, a relevant suggestion was found in most
cases and only in 4.5% of the evaluated cases, no rel-
evant suggestion was made at all, including Specific
Terms, Common Terms, and Named Entities. Looking
at these instances in more detail, a number of explana-
tions can be found. The first and most common cause
for a lack of good equivalents in the TL is that the
appropriate equivalent was not always extracted dur-
ing the monolingual extraction phase. For instance,
the Dutch CTs standaardclausules and clausules [EN:
standard clauses and clauses] could not be matched to
their English equivalents, because the English forms
were not extracted as CTs. This regularly happens be-
cause of the different compounding rules in English in
Dutch. In Dutch, there are many single-word com-
pounds, of which the equivalent would be written in
two words in English. In some cases, this means the
Dutch compound is considered a term or Named En-
tity, while only a part of the English equivalent would
be considered as such. For instance, the Dutch WTO-
partners seems to be a relevant term or Named Entity,
but is written as 2 separate words in English (WTO
partners), where it is logical to extract only WTO, so
the Dutch CT cannot be matched to the complete equiv-
alent in English, because the latter has not been ex-
tracted. Another recurring issue is when the correct
equivalent is not present in the source segments, either
due to bad alignment, or rephrasing in the translations.
Of the 9 instances for which no relevant or useful
equivalents were found at all, only 2 occur more than
once. The first is a bad CT: BUILDING, which is part
of an all-caps title and falsely identified as a CT. It
occurs 7 times in total (mostly lowercased in general
contexts). The second CT that occurs more than once
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EN-NL NL-EN
Ann1 Ann2 Ann3 Av. Ann1 Ann2 Ann3 Av.

SL CT a. Specific Term 46 42 59 49 50 48 62 53
b. Common Term 22 24 16 21 21 25 14 20
c. Relevant Named Entity 16 12 10 13 19 15 15 16
d. Irrelevant Named Entity 13 15 14 14 9 10 9 9
e. Bad Candidate 3 7 1 4 1 2 0 1

TL CT a. Equivalent 79 78 81 79 63 61 63 62
b. Equivalent, different POS 3 2 3 3 2 1 2 2
c. Not equivalent, relevant 9 9 5 8 15 14 3 11
d. Irrelevant, with ranked equiv. 4 4 5 4 9 11 16 12
e. Irrelevant, no ranked equiv. 5 7 6 6 11 13 16 13

Table 1: Annotations of SL CT and most highly ranked option for potentially equivalent TL CT, per language
direction and per annotator, including average over all annotators. Since there are 100 instances per experiment,
the numbers can be interpreted as percentages.

and for which no good equivalent was found is instru-
mentalities, which occurs twice. The correct equivalent
(hulpmiddelen) is a more common word in Dutch and
was not found by the monolingual extraction. Overall,
the system performs slightly better on CTs that occur
more than once. For CTs that occur twice or more,
the most highly ranked potentially equivalent TL CT is
correct 88% of the time, versus 69% of the time for SL
CTs that occur only once. The label of the SL CT has
a small impact (exact impact depends on annotator),
but performance is consistently best for Named Enti-
ties (83%) and worst for Specific Terms (71%), with
Common Terms in between (80%) (numbers based on
SL CT annotations of Annotator 2).
There are a few instances of equivalents with different
parts-of-speech, e.g., investing - investering [EN: in-
vestment], though this is relatively rare (about 5 out of
200 annotated instances). On average, 8 to 11 percent
was annotated as non-equivalent but relevant. Most of
these concern pairs where one of the CTs is an equiv-
alent of part of the other CT, e.g., Court of Auditors
- Europese Rekenkamer [EN: European Court of Au-
ditors], and basisdelicten [EN: predicate offences] -
offences. Sometimes, they also concern bad SL CTs,
e.g., one which has part of a footnote attached due to
bad tokenisation: criminal justice[54 - strafrecht [EN:
criminal justice].

6. Conclusion and Future Work
The current contribution describes D-Terminer, an on-
line demo for monolingual and bilingual automatic
term extraction. The monolingual extraction is a su-
pervised system trained on annotated data that uses a
recurrent neural network to detect terms in context.
Users can also upload a parallel corpus in the form
of a translation memory to perform bilingual term ex-
traction, and automatically detect potentially equiva-
lent term pairs. Future work on this demo will include
more export options (e.g., export as TBX, export of
only validated CTs), more advanced monolingual term
extraction (combining language model with features),

and more linguistic preprocessing (to, e.g., be able to
group CTs by lemma). In addition to the online demo,
version 1.5 of the ACTER dataset was released, which
makes sequential annotations available to users to sup-
port research on supervised neural methodologies for
term extraction.
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